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ABSTRACT
This thesis considers two related problems 
concerning rigid inclusions embedded in elastic 
media. The first problem considered is the determin­
ation of the first two terms, in the expansion for 
low frequencies, of the scattering cross-section for 
both P- and S- waves incident upon a rigid inclusion 
of arbitrary shape. The particular case of an 
ellipsoid is discussed in detail and specific results 
are obtained for the special cases of a prolate 
spheroid, a sphere, an elliptic disc and a circular 
disc.
In the second part of the thesis, approximate 
expressions are obtained for the force on an arbitrary 
rigid inclusion embedded in an elastic space when the 
inclusion is subjected to a given displacement. The 
solutions are obtained as perturbations of the 
solutions for the inclusion in an infinite medium and 
the first order correction for small values of the 
ratio (fundamental dimension of inclusion / minimum 
distance from the boundary) is obtained. Elastic 
spaces in the form of plates, half-spaces and 
infinitely long cylinders are considered, with various 
boundary conditions being prescribed. Inclusions of 
elliptic and other related shapes are considered.
In both problems integral equation methods 
are used, the problems and their solutions being 
discussed in more detail in the respective introductions.
The author wishes to extend his sincere 
thanks to Professor W.E. Williams for 
his invaluable help during the 
preparation of this thesis.
PART 1.
THE SCATTERING CROSS-SECTION FOR AN ARBITRARY 
THREE-DIMENSIONAL RIGID INCLUSION.
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1. Introduction.
The scattering of sound and electromagnetic 
waves by obstacles has been studied by numerous 
investigators for almost a century, some of the early 
work being done by Lord Rayleigh. The scattering of 
elastic waves has received much less attention until 
relatively recently, one of the difficulties being 
that there are two differing wave speeds possible in 
a three-dimensional elastic body. These correspond 
to compression and shear waves and they are usually 
referred to as P- and S- waves respectively. If a 
plane harmonic P- or S- wave is incident upon an 
inclusion in an infinite elastic medium, then due to 
the inherent coupling of the governing equations, 
both P- and S- waves are present in the scattered 
field.
A measure of the effect of an inclusion 
on a sound or an electromagnetic wave is the scatter­
ing cross-section, which is defined as the ratio of 
the average rate at which energy is scattered by the 
obstacle to the average rate at which the energy of 
the incident wave crosses unit area perpendicular to 
the direction of propagation of the wave. If plane 
harmonic waves in an infinite elastic solid are 
scattered by an inclusion, the scattering cross- 
section of the inclusion is defined as for sound and 
electromagnetic waves.
Most of the calculations in the low fre­
quency range carried out so far have been for 
relatively simple geometries such as discs and spheres. 
Knopoff (1) has determined the far field displacement 
when a P-wave is incident upon a rigid sphere, of 
small radius compared with the wavelength, embedded 
in an infinite elastic medium. Ying and Truell (2) 
have also considered this problem and they determined 
the exact solution for the displacement in the scattered
field as well as the leading term in the scattering 
cross-section. Knopoff (3) and Einspruch, Witterholt 
and Truell (4) have produced similar solutions for 
an incident S-wave and Mai, Ang and Knopoff (5) have 
determined the displacement when the inclusion is in 
the form of a circular disc. More recently Barratt 
and Collins (6) have shown that the^scattering cross- 
section can be calculated directly from the far field 
amplitude of the scattered waves in the direction of 
propagation of the incident wave, but this has to be 
calculated individually for each inclusion geometry.
As far as the present author is aware no work has 
been published on the cross-section for more compli­
cated geometries, nor on the calculation of higher 
order terms in the scattering cross-section. It is 
the purpose of this part of the thesis to give a 
method for determining the scattering cross-section 
in the low frequency range for a rigid immovable 
inclusion of arbitrary shape embedded in an infinite 
elastic medium.
Williams (7) has considered the low frequency 
scattering by arbitrary soft obstacles and has shown 
that the first two terms dm the low frequency expansion 
of the scattering cross-section for a plane incident 
wave can be determined from the solution of a simple 
electrostatic problem. His method is based on the 
reduction of the boundary value problem to the 
successive solution of a series of integral equations 
and the fact that it is possible to operate on these 
equations in such a way that the quantities necessary 
for the evaluation of the scattering cross-section to 
an appropriate degree can be found without the 
explicit solution of all the relevant equations.
Similar techniques are used in this part of 
the thesis to determine the scattering cross-section 
for an arbitrary shaped rigid immovable inclusion
embedded in an otherwise infinite isotropic elastic 
solid medium for both incident P- and S-waves, 
propagating in an arbitrary direction relative the 
inclusion. The scattering cross-section is deter­
mined in terms of integrals involving the solution 
of a simple elastostatic problem, namely that of 
finding the stress components necessary to give the 
inclusion an arbitrary static displacement. The 
first term in the scattering cross-section is 
obtained with very little detailed calculation and 
the second term is in terms of integrals over the 
surface of the inclusion.
The theory is illustrated by determining 
the two leading terms in the cross-section for both 
P- and S- waves incident upon an ellipsoid. The 
corresponding results for a prolate spheroid, sphere, 
elliptic disc and circular disc are found as special 
cases of the results for an ellipsoid. The results 
for a sphere are shown to be the same as those which 
can be obtained, using Barratt and Collins (6) 
results, from the exact solutions of Ying and Truell(2) 
and Einspruch, Witterholt and Truell (4). It is 
necessary to use Lam6 functions in the evaluation of 
the integrals over the surface of the ellipsoid.
The relevant properties of the Lam& functions are 
listed in the Appendix.
2. The scattering cross-section for an arbitrary inclusion.
2,1. The displacement for the scattered waves.
We consider a rigid inclusion lying within 
a bounded region of an infinite elastic solid. If 
we choose some convenient point in the inclusion as 
origin and a set of Cartesian axes then the
total displacement IX at the point TL'X\,X2.,*3?
of the infinite solid at time b satisfies the equation
{\(^cCiX cliir U 4 - \7 C- — ^ ? (2.1.1)
0 c
where X andjj*. are the Lam& constants and ^ is the 
density of the material. If we introduce and -fk , 
the wave numbers for P- and S- waves respectively, 
then equation (2.1.1) can be written in the form
,  u
where
Aj == ZC c l i c r  +\7  ^ "C —
= eV/cx+y) ,
and to is the frequency of the waves.
We may write
r r  •» "tl
4- u.C ^  ^
where and u. are the time independent displacements 
for the incident and scattered waves respectively, 
both satisfying the equation
A( tL 4* ‘ft? a  o.
A sufficient set of conditions at infinity, 
on the displacement u , which will ensure the 
uniqueness of tL is given in Kupradze (8).
These conditions are
Up ZS-O -&IY\ /f- f Up ) “i?j
Y—>co "*  ^ "t ^  c° I S't' )
Z\*K *s -o -tii*. rr I ^  =-0 , (2,1
where Up and us denote respectively, the irrota- 
tional and solenoidal constituents of u i.e.
Up -=. — $f"^Vl(\ 4i i r  U J Us ■=- -fei Xcjrt\tA ctcr u +u ,
It follows from (8), equation (3.45),
that u at a point in the elastic medium is given by
a =  J  ( a . x ^ k  - r M u. l) as, (2 -1
where T trt) is the operator 2^ 31 ~f 7\ £ ca^
and  ^ denotes the unit outward normal to the surface 
S of the inclusion. The tensor L L(r to)) is a
solution of the equation
a(AiL 4 ^ k )  = ““3L &('£-'&), (2.1
satisfying radiation conditions of the same form as 
(2.1.2) and where rb is the position vector of an 
arbitrary point on S and X denotes the unit tensor.
The third Betti formula ,(8), equation (1.10), 
applied to the interior of the inclusion gives
! k . f 'V  ds = ( u°. as .
S Js
The boundary condition on S is
- -ia? (2.1
and thus equation (2.1.3) reduces to
a * -  f k . f  iSJ (2.1
where is the stress vector on an
element of the surface of the inclusion with normal 
pointing into the elastic material.
The appropriate solution of equation (2.1.4) 
is given in Williams (9) as
L — X  — (l-'C1) cjrevel c^rcul ~13
where
5  - j . (2.1.7)
If the point £ has spherical polar co­
ordinates (t, e, £) , then for r large compared with
a typical dimension of the inclusion,
-x. n  •} \  .  , —  -ifeR
I  ( V  + 0 , ) £  =  ^ AtTyu -r) e  X
and
3™J 3md £ - *?."**] £  £ ,
where R = <r0 ctra ^  ^  being the angle between the
vectors £  and 'Tp .
It follows that, for larged,
rirr \ H A A. _i A. £ A \
4W/1 U = T v -e ££+'**€ fE I + j i/
and thus if
£ = 4. r + -F0 § + ^  S ,
then
/ l - t t  i r  __ j y  j  js a  - t  — x. f h R  / ' . a  a  / v  l4 V* h -T » u*r « +f r 4-^r -e G +-ty> .
The far field displacement U«? of the 
scattered waves can now be written down using equation 
(2.1.6) and is given by
4 ^  Uaoi- -
+r'VJiir{t3l.|;g + {&.%)$ I | , (2.1.8)
where
— P  C jCK -*b ccrny
Jaf •=* J *€ *-£ d-S '
For an incident wave with displacement 
vector u°fe) equation (2.1.6) gives, for a point 
V  on S ,
• " j JL fe, . -£_(-*?) dSo .
Js
This is the "basic integral equation governing the 
solution of the problem. This equation cannot be 
solved for arbitrary bodies, but some progress can 
be made for low frequencies by means of a power 
series expansion approach. It will be shown that 
the quantities of interest can be determined by 
means of a set of integral equations and also that 
the first term in the power series expansion for 
the scattering cross-section can be found from the 
solution of a related elastostatic problem.
2.2. The scattering cross-section for an incident P-wave.
In this section, we will consider an 
incident P-wave whose direction of propagation has 
unit vector a and with time-independent displacement 
given by
U° - (X ■£
Por such an incident v/ave, equation (2,1.10)
becomes
J dsa (2.2.1)
Prom equation;;(2.1.7), for small values of 
ft, !i- i and I r - | ,
L_ - la - -c ft, Ul — La. 4. -i ftf L3 4- L* (2.2,2)
where L*” is Offtt4") and
Zf.1T/c Lo ■=. j H -Isl 'x. 4- £ (xt-i) ^rcv«( Qrvul \ t -Ts\j (2.2.3)
Li - Li X X  j (2.2.4)
U. — (B+X^) | X  —  ^ (2*2.5)
~ (A-+x5^ Iar-ioj^ X (2.2.6)
and being tensors whose it:
components referred to Cartesian axes Ox,*^ 
are (%£ -*f) If - ^ r' ‘ and )(*j -xp
respectively.
Also, for the incident wave,
U° a  a  I—  a .£ -  iftj1 (a..£)x
+i.
We write + in the form
where the £j. are independent of
and satisfy the equations
k? - Crc) dSo, (2.2,(2 .2 .1 0 )
s
where
Using the above equations, it can be shown 
that f* satisfies a Fredholm integral equation of 
the secondlkind of the form
where £j.(V) and DQr, are of and 0(^ ,)
respectively. From Smirnov(10), it follows that 
£4(r) is of 0(4^ ) .
stress vector on the inclusion, when the inclusion 
is given a static displacement - a  and hence 5 
determines the force necessary to give the inclusion 
such a displacement. Thus *fo and are known for 
a range of different inclusion geometries.
ordinates and if the direction of propagation
& has direction cosines C&i'rt <&(&•, ce> tfi )
then it can be deduced from Barratt and Collins (6) 
and equation (2.1.8) that the scattering cross-section 
is given by
We see from equation (2.2.7) that ^  is the
If the point r has spherical polar co-
where
Expanding the integrand in as a power 
series in and using the expansion forf , we obtain
/*. — X ) .Q, — £ fo) 4. P
+ fits?) ~ ) fife) +
- d&. (2.2.11)
We will now show that the actual determin­
ation of the j-t 2S no  ^necessary and that
can be determined from £  and hence from the 
solution of the associated elastostatic problem.
Multiplying equation (2.2.8) by fifcr) and 
integrating over the surface of the inclusion gives
 ^ fi fe). ^ J ks • fifed dSt> J dS
= f (*. jo fife) as - i, .
Js
As U  is a symmetric tensor, we can change the order 
of integration in the integral on the left hand side 
of this equation andbusing equation (2.2.7) we obtain
fife) c(S0 (-•-) fife) d$ - fejp*
and hence
*. f [(&.a)£ca)-fife)1dS0 - L,5\ (2.2.12)
Js
Again, by multiplying equation (2.2.9) by 
i(r) and integrating over S , we have
^£(r) ks.fi.Cio) dSojaS = -  & . j (£. x)fefi(;r) dS 
- Li E±. j fife) dS — J £((r) U- fife?) ASoJ dS .
Hence
 ^ f i t —) as ~ f   ^ fife). fife?) • kp as© as h ljet2'
+ [ f fife). fife ). u  <fio as. (2.2.13) 
h k
By multiplying equation (2.2.10) by foil?) , 
integrating over S and using equation (2.2.7)
dlS0 = i-'L.J ( 0 -  jj
S S £.•
~ Li ^ . 15. | f ^(2: ^ <JSyl£* (2 • 2 • 14)
s s
Finally, by multiplying equation (2.2.8) 
by £x,c) an& integrating over S ,
J j_ -£>(V  &■£?)• k? iUAi
- 9; • ^ C— • 1 (s . (2.2.15)
Substituting equations (2.2.12) - (2.2.15) 
into equation (2.2.11) gives for the scattering 
cross-section
2 p +//ur,'T?4?{ltE* -2L,i.?>
- \[ Wr).<(©(*£?) M O sts) ^  ■+ &L&?) (2.2.16)sJs
It is seen that the leading term in the scattering 
cross-section can be obtained directly from the 
solution of the associated elastostatic problem with 
very little detailed calculation.
To reduce this further, we need to determine 
the components of tv , (o*=tf2) and for this, we 
introduce 4;a) , b'2 orZ) , the solution of the
static problem in which the inclusion is given a 
displacement , The equation determining is
[ k.tf’fij) 4  •=• Z-. (2.2.17)
s ~~
Multiplying equation (2.2.8) by >
integrating over S and using equation (2.2.17) gives
4. 5  = »•((«..*) & V )  AS - L, (2.2.18)
Js
and similarly from equation (2.2.9)
4 - 5  = ■& I i  te.sf - f J ’Cs:/ cts - L, f£;. n
- |] { J&’lz) . 4  fe) • u  fe. iA5o cts (J
where Fj* = j-foJ>dS .
The scattering cross-section can now be 
determined from equations (2.2.16) - (2.2.19).
.2.19)
2.3. The scattering cross-section for an incident S-wave.
We will now consider an incident S-wave 
whose direction of propagation is again that of the 
unit vector & , the wave being polarised in a direction 
of unit vector b , perpendicular to <i so that -o *
The time-independent displacement is given by
u° c b e a (2.3.1)
so that equation (2.1.10) becomes
_-CK2«q  -r
= j  l  dSo . ( 2 . 3 . 2 )i  e
J5
The method is identical to that used for 
P-waves, but it is more convenient to use a series 
expansion in powers of • The series expansion 
for L , • for small values of and 6z|i:-isl ,
is
L - Lo - -i U _ ~c $z U. -t- +• 1= f
whilst that for u© is
U° *  b £ \  -  4&z £ .£  + £
-‘j^ 'kx ( r  .h ) 3 +
where both jj and jt" are 0(&£*) and L» U  and [3
are defined in equations (2.2.2) -(2.2,6).
In this case we write f in the form
9o - 9*. +
where the jy ar® independent of fij. and
satisfy the equations
f ii5. Sp t o  — Jb./ (2.3*3)
f . 9i_ Ots) S^o “ Jb (a .£.) - t:L (2.5.4)
£  • Si to ' 1 b (a ,f)z - x  - x7-1 U . dS0y (2.3.5)
Is b - b t o  ^  = i k ( a x )3 ~ vU x7-^ U .,£,(<*) eUo (2. 3. 6)
I j .  S o C to )^  ?
where
~ Qoi (H?)  ^ cL— Oj 2-
s
It can again he shown that 3.+ is of o{$£<) 
and hence this term will not contribute to the 
scattering cross-section to o(&5)
As in the case of an incident P-wave, it 
follo\tfs from equation (2.5.3) that ffe is the solution 
of an elastostatic problem. However in this case g® 
is the stress vector on the inclusion when the 
inclusion is given a static displacement -b. .
It can be deduced from (6) and equations
(2.1.8) and (2.1.9) that the scattering cross-section 
Is is given by
A  i s = V  f(s  J ; c t . I )  + &  .fc )tk
with J3 ■» \ -c ffo) dSo and
where the direction of propagation a again has
direction cosines (suWt c<3> p, j s\n <*K co ’)
Thus
-  9»f
= - CS-.rH]
3m p ( k- x St p
since f - a when and a .b -o .
Expanding the integral in ^  as a power 
series in $2. and using the expansion for £ we obtain
=> b . I?) £0 l&) - &(■£?)
+ I ~*C2: • te) SiC**) livo)
--£(&• ■e)\o^ 0) J J + o($J) . (2.3.7)
The actual determination of Jj, is again not
necessary and by a technique identical to that used 
in equations (2.2.12) - (2.2.15) we get
ls —yW.' L,t tjp +• ^  £ x U Gi1 — 2~c ti 2^*
- -x2 ] ( %Lz) • Lro) . L3 (r, to; dSods I +o(&£) (2« 
s Js i
To reduce this further we again use 
.jl* (i"',2,3) , the solution of the static problem in
which the inclusion is given a displacement , i.e.
^ Lo. *^0 65?) dSo ~ "tyr . 
s
Then from equations (2.3.4) and (2.3.5)
(i! " i- ■ J (- • x) dS — T Li ^  (2 «
and
^ - b . ( JS - Lit
Js
- tlj j . 3pto). UC5 &) tko dS. (2.
's Js
The scattering cross-section is now given 
by equations (2.3.8) - (2.3.10).
3.8)
3.9)
3.10)
3. The scattering cross-section for an ellipsoidal inclusion.
3.1* Mathematical preliminaries,
Cartesian axes are chosen to lie along the 
principal axes of the ellipsoid, with the origin at 
the centre of the ellipsoid.
We also introduce ellipsoidal coordinates 
(*, g g) which are related to Cartesian coordinates 
by the relations
0 C t —  R  *  S n o t  5 n  (3 Sng c >
VHtfc') ' cnod Cn@ Cn ft - >
(Jkf) dinod cU(2> • (3.1.1)
where ^ is the modulus of the elliptic functions,
I is an arbitrary constant and \ - ^
The scatterer is assumed to be the surface
■=■ uo+lk1 where o < u o < ^
and << varies from -ifc to 2K whilst {3 varies from
{< to K-JatK1 . Here K is the complete elliptic
integral of the first kind and is given by
K a . (*T  ^ ____
o
whilst
K* ■sr ' **
J i-
We will also need at a later stage h , the 
complete elliptic integral of the second kind and E 1 , 
where
E - J ( - Of <1 <f)
and fjF,--------
g' - \ | l- d<f
It follows from the properties of elliptic 
functions that the scatterer has the Cartesian equation
and if the ellipsoid has semi-axes q j^ then
(3.1.2)
Thus from the properties of elliptic functions we 
have that
C r v ' ^ — —a^ -as2-
and ^ - =  • (3.1.3)
Also from (;11)
1 . d^ uo
S-'luo-H-K'W g^— 7  7 O(«o-H.K>- £ Snuo /
d^ uo+c^) = - ^ u° • (3.1.4)
We have, from the restriction o<iuo<tc , 
that Snuo , cnuo and dnuo must all he positive 
and using equations (3.1.4) these are given in terms 
of the semi-axes of the ellipsoid by
5W uo — pr’ . c*\ uo — cl d*\ Ud — ^  . (3.1.5)
Finally the surface element dS on the 
surface of the ellipsoid is given in terms of 
elliptic coordinates by
IS » 1 (Sr^ od - Sn2-p)[sr?~6C -Sn’fio/2- X
X O x{5 ^  «Snutfo)‘/l' do*, dp . (3.1.6)
3.2. The solution of the static problem.
The static problem to be considered is that
of determining the stress vector on the surface of a 
rigid ellipsoidal inclusion embedded in an infinite 
elastic medium, when the inclusion is given a known 
static displacement.
Cartesian axes are chosen to lie
along the principal axes of the ellipsoid, with 
origin at the centre of the ellipsoid. If the 
ellipsoid is given a displacement , the displace­
ment ]> in the elastic medium is given by
hote - In this section A  is a parameter and should 
not be confused with the Lam& constant.
stress over the surface of the ellipsoid and for this, 
it is convenient to rewrite the displacement 5 in a 
simpler form.
where
(ctjV^ A(u)
tflw) = 4-cO(aj4u)/;
(3.2
and A is the largest root of the equation
OA4 ^ 4^  *3'4A
We need to determine the distribution of
We note that
J)fud 6lX) - Qrati X- Jl s(h) ?
3^4 ^  GjOJ + i| 3<nd a. S. ej(V;
b S(h) _ __ a»^ 2.^ s 
to A(X)
and
  , (3.2.5)
b> (fyS*) A W
These give, after simplification,
This confirms the value of the constant Aj as, :given 
in equation (3.2.1). The surface of the ellipsoid
is given by A=o and hence on the surface
2  - - S[o) ^ G'^ Co) } Aj **£ ® - 4  •
In the remainder of this section, the 
notation () will be used to denote the value on 
the surface of the ellipsoid (i.e. for \-x? ) of the 
expression enclosed in the brackets.
We need to calculate the value of the stress 
vector on the surface of the ellipsoid i.e.
This is obtained from
■§ ~  ^  P ■W2 +y(f. grad):©+/*(£■* Cast T.) , (3.2.6)
where J is the unit normal to the surface of the
ellipsoid, pointing into the elastic medium and is 
given by
(3.2.2)
(3.2.3)
(3.2.4)
The parameter A satisfies the equation
3
A <ie-+*
Differentiating with respect to aj gives
r  "3
2 x - O
and
5A
**) Jo
It follows that
aj V
(9^ Mo - 1 1
and for any function of A , say -ft*)
(3
(3
(3
We will now determine the values on the 
surface of the ellipsoid of the separate terms in 
the expression for -f^ } as given by equation (3.2.6). 
Mow
cWD -  -  aidi.Ri Aj \  7^A 4" Tv. qradl XL A
-^[CB-4V> «A) Aj 2| •
Using equation (3.2.9)
[ qrad _*J-A—  \ - _2iE£--- p ^
\ 5 A a“,lft3 "
also using equations (3.2.4) and (3.2.5)
(l t M-"tv) 5W ■+ M  QCm] )o = - 4 Cl-v)
and thus
(3
.2.7)
.2.8)
.2.9)
.2.10)
To determine the second term in ® })o we
have
( £ . grad ) - i f  2i A  f .sj }
(a^+AHW % ZZ **i ^(a^+K)AlXJ J
j
_ i xi A A x Si L  ^ A > 2U 5£.
" » ■» ^  (^HC*) fc <*
Using equation (3.2,7)
(I- L*®i
¥e also have
\ i  =.2. (3.2.12)
CU1* W *
( X OjrftAA \ __ ( X j
\ *N Cftju+^  A(M L  \ (AjH A) AC M /o
A.
thus
fli'9mil)-5-^^4-) ^ -5T 2*--- £ • (3.2.13)\ ltliL f aA A( x ^ ^
Also
• 5 ^ )  ftA) +  °J'e^CA)"j
'  = l l ,  S 4 [ B -‘’I M * V S w l 4 .
which, using equations (3.2.4), (3.2.5) and (3.2.11), 
reduces on \ = o to
_ ^  . (3.2.14)
Combining equations (3.2.13) and (3.2.14)
gives
((t-3rM)2.) - Ai 7^  E + lir Ll (3.2.15)
Also
C«4 = - grod X grad --
+ frj'+»U(M
and therefore
P *. c^-P = - ( E ■ M  -*U—  ^  grad A
(fcj^ NUU) \ (ajHA)A(M j J
+  /  P - C lru d  X  )  G r e ^  —
V1 ° ' 3 (AjHAMA)
which,reduces to zero on X=o by using equations
(3.2.8) and (3.2.10).
Further,
f a Ca^  |(3-4vj £>(X) -+ ajx^X)J 4
= £ A j^ reu  ^ ^(3-4V) £(A) 4- A
and by using equations (3.2.2), (3.2.4) and (3.2.9) 
this reduces on the surface of the ellipsoid to
giving
(e .  s)o -  £  E - i )  Aj (3.
From equations (3.2.6), (3.2.11), (3.2.15) 
and (3.2.16) we now have
|C^| - 1,L.M » - v) j\ (3.
do - 3U.,X1<^ ) -
where
2.16)
2.17)
We also need to calculate the total force 
on the ellipsoid. This is given by
'S
where the integration is taken over the surface of 
the ellipsoid. Ton .determine this integral we need 
to evaluate
 ^ ' dS
where
=(i
and dS is given by equation (3.1.6).
Expressing in terms of
elliptic coordinates using equations (3.1.1)
and remembering that the surface of the ellipsoid is 
given by , gives
t j j - (is* c* fto du ) (svi-* -#>)/l {^  F ' 50) 
and hence
* C
Sn £0 C«£0 cU (Sv^ oC - S*L (?) d f ,
J. 5k/x,/x3)
which reduces to A-'fTa.ai.A} on using the integral 
result quoted in equation (A.17) and then substituting 
for 4 ^ etc. according to equations (3.1.2)
and (3.1.3).
This gives
5 dS
.18)
It is convenient for the subsequent work to 
express the above results in terms of elliptic functions
and
where
Using results quoted in (1B) we have 
£0) * aa«Qx«3^ 'FfrOft;,
6,(N - 2a,«i<«j
- 2w j  Hfr^T-£3J'[E(^(V-(6'f F(^ fe)
— fe^Stv,/ CC5^  Cl-tfjiUV) 3 
GjCM — Zo.QjQj I (•fe'f'-?1] |^lro«)25 -F(«5, fe/J
and
-*/ _Ar
?* * ^  V *«.,’• -
If further, we put sna ^ , they take the forms
F(tzrft) - u/
and
£ ( & , & !  =  £ ( * )  .
On the surface of the ellipsoid )=o and hence
(01 = / (C°S>61 "^7 - = i2
(HV, fe/)0 = u° <w (e = £(uo).
With these we have
S(o) “ss OftiOzAj Uo^
and
< ^ ( o )  »  2 . A , Q x f t 3 ^  J  W j  ( « o |  2 ^
where
Hi(M ■=- li ^ — e (u£>)|^
Hx (uo) ~ (ft ft') 1 £ £ (uo; - \xo(4s')z — «3 A,~’ GaT1 ] ^
3^ h«,o) ~ 1 ^ ~ ^ waJ "* «j*‘|. (3.2.19)
Summarising, we have that for a static 
displacement the stress vector (fofy. on the
surface of the ellipsoid and the total force F$; 
on the ellipsoid are given by
( # 1  ■= 8j -
( & V  - ci 4 ,
respectively, where
= C5""* - Xof-/is* frCHfrdntf, ,
and
where
Fj (u0) ^ Yi-^) -t- 0+-~'") to ^  (3.2.20)
with the (^uu) being defined in equations (3.2.19).
•=»■ F^UOyJ,
* &n> i (u^
3.3. The scattering cross-section for an incident P-wave.
We now calculate the individual terms in 
the scattering cross-section as given in equations 
(2.23-1$) - (2.2.19).
The solutions to the appropriate static 
problems (see £ 3.2) are
#' = §■/%(*,?,*), &  q  4,
3 3
if -2. and
where and Q  are defined in equations (3.2.20) and
u =■ 2. ^ i • (3.3.1)
Thus
( •$’ (a.£)d$ = o (3.3.2)
on account of the symmetry of the ellipsoid.
Also from equations (3.3.1)
5. - n.j.y- (3.3.3)
and hence using equation (2.2.18)
Fj - -L, ^  Cf
and
3
G" = ~L' ^  (3.3.4)
It is shown in Appendix 1 (A-18) that
i ^  ^  (3.3.5)
and it follows from the first of equations (3.3.1) 
that
\ (a.. 4 V i  i S - j (lS
s  ^ 1
— -i- C; 01 wKcre 01 — . (3.3.6)
3 <J L=(
From equation (3.3.4)
. 5. =. -L,nijC^. (3.3.7)
By expanding the scalar products, we have
_ f f B , i ,  ciSo A S
where CW)^ is the j-,A - element of the tensor
UCr,-™) . Using equation (2.2.5) this integral can
he written in the form
. 'Bl t  mt Be T."
a c-^i O /
where
3 r r ■= (3-fc4) S^i, J 121-is I d.#. dJZ-o —
3
and
£Ui - j (3.3.8)
Hence from equations (2.2.19), (3*3.1),
(3.3.6) and (3.3.8)
*
and
where
£0.5 = I  mj Cj +L’-nij^_ . (3.3.9)
i t—<
Similarly from equation; (2.2.6)
( ( lot), ^ o ( ^ ) .  L? (r, tvj dSo dS 
•'s Js
= I -  Mj Bj (  1 -ml Be I j f )
iaoTT/AX3 Xjc^  ■» (44'cs) 5‘ij dUi dJ2a
- ^ (1 - *c5) [ f (dc- -*p(^ 3.3.10)
J.S js
The scattering coefficient can now he written 
down using equations (2.2.16), (3.3.1), (3.3.4),
(3.3.9) and (3.3.10) and is given by
- />■-' L  ^  1  - /*'' f b mfCf +
(tJ
LAij’-Cj't - a L. mj "Bj Cj 2- mi "Bo Ijc
+• wj 2 mi'Bi -L^ ] + 0(&f*'aja).
The values of the integrals and X^t
can be obtained from the following integral results 
(obtained in Appendix 1), together with equation 
(3.3.5):-
(3.3.11)
JIc-Sl'1’
s sKS * X£xjit Tl°u If-1*1
where ~e = a£~.
where
and
H(uo) — E (uo) + C13 A a 1 -+ (X-^ Uo t y
xi xj (£ dSL&Sl* ~ 4a? I
^ ( *i*l° ° ^ J2° “ -ea^?
where the H^Uo) are defined in equations (3.2.19)
These give
—r- (a)
and
Ti"' -4 60V/1X7
(3 + T4) *1 W(uo) —
- ({— -c1) a]f (uo -A? t~x Ut(uo))J, (3.3.12)
(i^ -c^ K-t-ci +^) - (3.3.13)
We thus have
i md <3lX$ ■=. '€*'1 %)■ Z H(uo) -
4 ik.ir^  L
— (i-C^) (if -£ Yuo— 2^ ^UO))~J
and
I: tni &  Tfi) = "eij.gj. T ( 4 4 ^ ^ V ^ J  - 
^  4 6t»rr>T? L J
Substituting these results into equation (3.3.11) and 
then using equations (3.2.20) to express and Cj' 
in terms of FJ gives for the scattering cross-section
I„ - %  ( z + - V  TT t f  2  m.~ R l - i  TTx” A  m/ Fj1 a
P  d - = i  J  J  ( 3 S  j  J  J
x  £ 3 o / x +  t 1) x x (  m ix o ^  +  m j - a , V *♦ «»‘a & i )  +  -
~ 3 o (2+<?) ?F; [fe. r+J £ M- i-r^uc-aj1 f  Ltfj ;j
+  £> ^  ( Ur f  T V / h i 2' - * *  a x ' -+ c j j l )  —  3 ( 1—
where the dimensionless quantities H M  ; 
are given by
M(uo) s= e^ uo)
NiAoi =•  ^Uo - £(uo) ^
z^fwci/ = ffefeO E(ucj •— u.o0& ) — •& Cli Gf1 J
M3(«4 (£') r *- [£(uo)\ J
and
fj M  -* { r L( ,--9 i^ (uoj -+• (i -fxx)uo}-(
for ^=1^,3 • (3.3.14)
3.4. The scattering cross-section for an incident S-wave.
If the static displacement b is given by
3
then
 ^ ^  1 j ^  ,
Sp ' ~ ^  4 / 9K|s,^ , ^  ,
1° * 2  '"j 4 / /  S? " j| cj ^ ,
where the ]>j and Cj are defined in equations (3.2.20).
Using techniques similar to those used for 
the case of an incident P-wave, we obtain the follow­
ing results
fp^  . So = C'^  ^
0- Ae, = - L , r 5 . . j c ; ^
$ ’ . 6 ,  ,  - L , f n j  Cj3 ..
jj -js’fe). 3o(«). bfe'ts.) d£. d£
 ^^ 3
= B> 2 All 21 T F  ,
where 'Jjc is defined in equation (3.3.8), 
and hence
• Si -  -^Cj 4 lJ'-i?nj ^  — xXrpj 2  Bi. T j?  „
and
So .St. -  X  [ { 0* ^  •nj +  U Lr 'H j  C ^ - ’u 'B j  Z  ' r u U c ’i JY '7
 ^ L -J
We also obtain
|s [ . t? t> i-So iS
- ^  m; 6j I  nL U:J~i
where is defined in equation (3.3.10).
These give for the scattering cross-section
for an incident S-wave
i; . ^  L, - c Z  v f C y  - *.>J 2 { ^  L, -t-
+ x3 L? V  - 3L, Sj Cj |  All Bi 4 " +
+ ^  ^ d '3-^4* } +
Finally, substituting for and Xj^ ; from equations
(3.3.12) and (3.3.13), and for and Cj from 
equations (3.2.20) and simplifying, we get
2 - &  (34 7?; ^  1  <  FT" - X  T T ^  2  fl tp t *
s 3 <? iss a=< 4 0
* [ 3o ( a +■ Mi aA + 4-o (a+t3/
-3o(a.n?)-£Fj |(3+x+^K-«j^Hd-^ao-aJ:r 1K p h
■f 6 ^ x J (3.4.
where H M  , H j M  , 4 =1^ 1) and (i*1,*,3)
are listed in equations (3.3.14).
4. Spheroidal and spherical inclusions.
4.1. The scattering cross-section for a spheroid.
As (i.e. %  ) the ellipsoid previously
considered degenerates into a prolate spheroid and so 
the scattering cross-sections for a prolate spheroid 
can be obtained from those for the ellipsoid without 
any further integration. The equation of the spheroid 
so obtained can be written in the form
X.iZ 4- _ i
where
c jj&rv - jf- (4.1.1)
and so, to find the scattering cross-sections for 
this spheroid we have to consider the limit, as ,
of the various functions involved in the scattering 
cross-sections for the ellipsoid.
As
■Sh. U o  -  ( ' f e  Sv\
we have
and also from (ij)
Si'V UO — ktwG. Uo
&-=)(
and thus
uo - x & 3 J±|r' _  <s0( r j ,  ( 4 . 1 . 2 )
where $o(Jo) is the Legendre function of the second 
kind.
Also
Vo( r O I
(I-
ibwhere
~  SiVi  ^ S'rv UO
and so
lfa*v\ £  £uo) “  ■= To
•h-^l
We now consider the functions H(uo) , 
W^’(uo) and M  in turn. From equations (3.
Hl(uo) “ $C'1 ^  Uo — G^ uo)^
and hence
■^ttrw Hl(uo) ~   To .
•W-9( L
Similarly
HiM - ( W f ^  { Efu») - uo( ao1- & 3& V '<£ j 
and so by using L ’Hopitals rule
H^ o^) =. J_ f  aft3 eyl  ^- fcu0; -
£~>i L cl«j
—  (ata^a^-ayf^-T1
To evaluate this we write
a t BCuo) " A  Efu°J %  +  & E 'u o) l |  ■
Now
•SiVl “=~'0 a,
and so
_L di _j  __  j_
daj ~ cu oU3 cosp^  ~ ^
(4.1.3)
(4.1.4) 
.2.19)
(4.1.5) 
L^].
(4.1.6)
(4.1.7)
From equation (4.1.3)
fiw* A  E(uo) Cospt, - Si (4*
Ti-^l '(#0
and
7sI E M  - -  fe-Sj^- id = 4. f -  uol J
( I-  ^ 5 ikv )^'/u & 1
giving
le(uo) - ( Xr‘- d o tf* ,;} . (4.
Jk^ \ hk L
Finally from equation (3.1.2)
£\* ^  rs. fia . (4.
7m3 jp-
By combining equations (4.1.6)~ (4.1.10)
we have
dflrv\ ^  Cfuoj - — 0-B . i  ^Z. _  (5loCio){
and this gives, after simplification
\^«V\ Wifuo) ^ ~  ^Pc ^ — < S ? o • (4.
* t J
From the symmetry of the spheroid we would 
expect that
‘^tiw Hl(uo) — »^«V\ H ifu o ) (4.
-^=91
and, by considering the limits involved, this can 
be shown to be true.
Finally
wfuo) *=. GT(uo) -V £  (*»"* - t  tlo £ ”*" 
t^ (uo) •=• £ Hj,(uo) +  (!•+ t 2) uo  ^  ^ f
and thus
l£tnA H(uc) — Cl( t  Ar Cl 3” £ (So (5c?) (4*
■^91
t^?vx (^uc) - £  ^ H^.(uo) -f (l-t-t:2”) - (4.
1.8)
1.9)
1.10)
1.11)
1.12)
1.13)
1.14)
The scattering cross-sections for incident 
P- and S- waves can now be obtained by putting az-a-,. 
in equations (3.3.14) and (3.4.1) respectively. The 
functions M  9 H(uo) and (wo; take their 
limiting values as given in equations (4.1.5) and 
(4*1.11) - (4.1.14). The expressions for the scatter­
ing cross-sections in terms of these functions are 
not appreciably simpler than in the case of the 
ellipsoid and so they are not repeated here.
4*2.; The scattering cross-section for a P-wave
incident upon a sphere.
The results for a sphere can be obtained
from those for a spheroid by letting ai and
hence i-*oo . In the expressions for the scattering
cross-sections, the functions HjCuo) bccur with a
factor £"3 . We thus need to determine V zw U m ') .a3-=>at «
Por the spheroid
Hi(uo) •=- <3o(,To) —
and
Now
$„(&) > + o ( | rj
and so
Similarly
<£~5K(uo) •=. —!—  . (4.2.1)
“3 a,2
■£.«. -t 3 HjU) = -4-^  • (4.2.2)
5 f t <
Also for the spheroid,
and
Thus
and
( u o )  —  0 “ 'c ^  M l ( u o )  4  ( j - + ' C ^ ) < 5 o ( 3 o ) ] •
■= £«, (4.2.3)a-^ cu
 ^F-(uo/ - — loi— . (4.2.4)
® 3L(a+T9
By substituting equations (4.2.1) - (4.2.4) 
into equation (3.3.14) ? writing a for a, and simpli­
fying, we get that the scattering cross-section for 
a P-wave incident upon a sphere of radius a is
J  = cztfV-t fxS+iXx'-+•»)■■*-
— 4trt’'Cx<’+- ixx^-kx z/ * •ftiV*' + o « fc^-
Xing and fruell (2) have found the exact 
solution for a P-wave, with unit amplitude and
travelling along the positive direction of the *3 -axis
and incident upon a sphere of radius a .
l‘he displacement of the incident wave was
given by
a . -  * 3. -ttotr
*3 ■ e -e
and they assumed that the displacement u of the 
scattered1 vraves was of the form
-* Ciu? CuA -r \ (4 .2.
where is a unit vector in direction of 
increasing, and
= r  ^  ( c o s e )r*»=o y
T s = £. 'Rh Cc«e^
m=*>
being the spherical Bessel of the third kind.
By applying the boundary condition that the 
total displacement on the surface of the sphere is 
zero, they obtained the following expressions for the 
constants Arw and 'B.w
where
t\tJ = m &!?4i C-ftiCO -t (i"+0 (jW* (“M
- -??,ft. -^3.0. . l^,cO. -ft^+t ( ,
■«. ir> h^ p. ( & | f t )  ( ^ ? 2 £\) -t- ( i n + O  Hift. R h i + i  ( ^ | f t )
— --ft^o. • &*»+( (•&,&) Knv+1
and j^n) is the spherical Bessel function of the 
first kind.
Ying and Iruell further showed that
- -j . / ^ r +1 a ,irv V $ .  J
and
Am. •» X .  x 0 ' fo r  *w> i
Ao » -f- * o .
R»
It was shown by Barratt and Collins (6), 
that for an incident wave with displacement
£..:£ — Icotr
£. ~e . -e .
the radial component of the far field displacement 
is of the form
-e__ . $ie,szs>, 
and the scattering cross-section 5Tf> is
Xp -- 4n£r* (4*2.6)
!Ehe same forms hold for a time dependence of -eAi0t 
and the first of these results follows also from 
equation (2.1.8).
Prom equation (4.2.5) the radial component 
of the scattered waves is
Ms — !—  25-f- rrSi~& t 00
- - £  A- (c^ ei1  1>-c
>-R~ 'a-* *e <■ tQ
Por large values of -r
JP&OfL 1 - I / . jrw-M _"Wi«t<7 — * * (-O -e'6,'T
and by using the recurrence relation
(Qm-H) -A &L’ (I) = w  $ m-| (?) ~ Oi-fO &rnM L"?) (4.2.
Al
we get
A <£7(V) -9
dv <•
By using equation (4.2.6) we see that it 
is the Am." terms which determine the scattering 
cross-section and further, as we are only calculating 
the cross-section to 0 ($,V4/ we only need the 
expansions of /U , A< and as far as o (&i4a4?.
The appropriate part of the radial component of the 
far field displacement of the scattered waves is thus
- Z  Am 2- -Cm C M  M e ) ,
m=0
which gives for large <r (using equation 4.2.12)
- i&.-r t- _
—   ---- A0 -+ i At on9 4- Aa^ C3c«e H-OJ •
Remembering that we only need the imaginary 
part of to find , we see that we require
the imaginary parts of Ao and Ax and the real part 
of A, . To evaluate these, we need the following 
expansions:-
h ll) . I - |  + olTV,3s
«4
i'Lt> - f - i T  - o(Ttj'is a i®
hcv = ii + o u s; ,
l o S
t f ’ ll) usv} ,
It’Ll) = U V  +* Ifj + £f + °LT^  '
•42' (.9 - is (.5) -M f•& - |L +-J—  v o /."SV 5 •
Using these we get 
A o  =  "jfe", | _  " i  ^ , R ) 3 ’ ° ( #
* SEi JL[ C4,af + 0(6,„)s]
3+2T R« L
and hence neither Ao nor do in fact contribute 
to ]Ep to the required order.
We also have
-  3 °:.. x L I a+'c3 . i ^ y j 3 i  ax1(i-x 2-)
2+'c1' L x  a.+x1-' g >^ <• a + r1-
, he4) 6(a+t^ 3
(a*x^ csux^
4- o (£\*)5 "J /
}
and hence using equation (4.2.6) we have that for 
an incident P-wave travelling in the direction of the 
x3 -axis, i.e. d-o ,
5  ^ =. iaTTc^ -c [t? + sl)(—1 a)"7*
— 47Tt'l(_'c<‘+ iav^-Gr + dio')(j&+ a}'4 4«V4 + 0(%,\G).
agreeing with the result obtained previously.
4.3. The scattering cross-section for an S-wave
incident upon1 a sphere.
In a similar manner to that for a P-wave
we get from equations (3.4.1) and (4.2*1).- (4.2.4) 
that the scattering cross-section for an S-wave 
incident upon a sphere of radius ^ is
2S - QTra- (^ 4- a7(-c-v a)"2- -
- 4ir(-3’c^  h-iot^ — + aI+.-C* 4 a} •+
Using a technique similar to Ying and 
Truell's (2) for a P-wave, Einspruch, Witterholt and 
Truell (4) have found the exact solution for an S-wave 
propagating in the positive direction of the ac3 -axis 
and polarised such that the displacements are in the 
direction of the -axis.
The displacement of the incident wave was
given by
and they assumed that the displacement of the scattered 
waves was such that its components in
spherical coordinates were
-e -e
(4.3.1)
(4.3.2)
where
ftfVr) - EiL&SjS) J. A
ryi j j  J -fS * A w— 'in(vivi^ dU-
= riif* ^  ^
&fo- &*  i- *»’ (*■ ') '■Rt-r
-fr,^ &r> „
T^ Cr) = U ™  U**
-n^rx+O
ttW) „ - w 1- ^ -  J- d \ h r } , (4.3.3)
n(n-K/ 4R,f
being the spherical Bessel function of the 
first kind and the argument of the Legendre functions 
being c0s 9 • The constants a« , b-a. and were deter­
mined by the boundary conditions and were given by
Of, j i
- H(>VUO -L Mrv J•RjA "RiA.
tU= J L ^  rv(W £ t V  (k^ o.) i _ { 0. ^ Ifeja)}--
where
A„= *(„*) i- 4- - C O W -
!. f A sA">_ ' J i ^ \ U ) \  i  i { t g^V)} • (4.3.4)•Ri Mf'- J v }
It can be deduced from the results of 
Barratt and Collins (6) that, for the incident wave 
with displacement
b -€
the solenoidal component of the far field displace­
ment of the scattered waves is of the form
where
and that the scattering cross-section I s is given by
ts - f z d**? (k ^ ) &=Ut ^  pt / (4.3.5)
where
Cl — Si'm. t<( c*o|2( -ft -f S\nc(t -V Os~> c/( -tj . (4.3.6)
Looking first at the terms in the 
9 -component of the scattered waves and using the 
result that for large T j
^  -AjTT-Un-K?
• -e
7
we have
. rt-, . —klTfn-H)
Bw w _ ,  4 _  ^ 1 ,
f'A . -H  )  f t ,  c
3f“'M —  - » r  [ ^  ^  + 0( -
ef'w— , 0 ( ^ 3  -
Thus we need only the and terms to
calculate the scattering cross-section.
It follows from equations (4.3.4) that
/ 0 **■*<cu = o (%)
z . ; >
2 n - «
u  - o ( M
and also from equation (4.3.6) that & reduces to the 
vector 4^  when is put equal to zero and p, is 
left arbitrary. So in fact we need only 'Bf'YrJ ,
% C^L<) and evaluated for 0=^=0 . Prom equations
(4.3.1) and (4.3.2) the contributions to So from these 
terms when B~o are, respectively,
'C^2'r< r> - ■ifti'T
Hence in Barratt and Collins' notation
~ ~ / — Ai + 3. b, ■+ C«Jr>0 -t- o(^ j.a)S. (4.3.7)
Similarly for the terms in the $6- component 
of the displacement
T>{mW  -
V
-■i-
-e
Dj-'W - „ r•yi (w u 2^,-r
T>i"'kl -— 5> 0 (.^-r- J j
and thus using a similar argument to that used for the 
0 -component we have
U o , * )  ~ ~ ( '^C', + J?'k< + O (4*3.8)
and hence from equations (4.3.7) and (4.3.8)
+ $ )• (4.3.9)
How in spherical polar coordinates
(£i)n — ccr> (/> f? - $— u-o ' — ' —
and thus using equations (4.3 .5) and (4.3 .9)
2 S + (4.3.10)
Using the following expansions:-
idV =
.(fi'p). ■* (3- 3-iF-j1;.
T 
j.
r3
it follows from equations (4.3.4), after considerable 
algebraic manipulation, that
a, s. ~ (^ 2ij5 +■ 0 .
ftp d b, - 2i±..t2) (4 a)  __1 K f A s ] ^ ) 51 o(^)S
0 (-cVa) ^ 3(x^i)4l
and that the real part of ba is of order ($».«)
Finally, using equation (4.3.10) we have
'2.$ rz | *2IT a2' i  "cV 2.) [  -2 r 7"
- 4TT (-3-Cr7-t-lo‘-UG- \2 -C4-*- a 4 ’c\ g ) ( V V 2 j - r  o(&£ {£) .
agreeing with the result obtained previously.
5. Elliptic and circular discs.
5.1. The scattering cross-section for an elliptic disc.
An elliptic disc can be obtained from the 
ellipsoid by letting «3 . This gives a disc of
semi-major and semi-minor axes and ft-* respectively, 
with axis lying along Ox* .
Now for the ellipsoid
-- 1
and hence
£w Uo ** —
ai
" ^ l w \  S n  ■—  I j U p  t  *.o) —
Cki-^ O
where k and lr are the complete elliptic integrals 
of the first and second kinds respectively. We have 
also that
^  ■= (£LziT)^ «W ^
It is again necessary to study the behaviour 
of the functions H^Uo)^ H(*°) and
Eor the ellipsoid,
U((u&) — 4l 2 -^uo —  f=fuo,)j
and hence
i L  u , M  = (5.1.1)
Similarly
Hrfuo) »  ('&'&/) ^ECuij) —  uo ( 'Iq jQi OLj, * J
and thus
cf'rvv Mz(ud) - — Tr~x~^\ '”' ^ ^ 0  . (5.1.2)
In the expressions for the scattering cross- 
sections for P- and S- waves, occurs with a
factor ^  and for the ellipsoid
giving
43* H3M  “  ^~ €C*o) 4- 0,”’ J ;
$uw a^H3(u0)^0 (5.1.3)Gy^ o
Also for the ellipsoid
H(uo) H(uo) ■+■ -(• ftj uo ^
and
Thus
and
fj (wo) - j 0l£ f \-Tl) i-fj (uz) + ((4 TX) uo]
H(uc) ■= c , (5.1.4)
c f lj ' {  0^ r * f ‘- ‘cV Hj (uc>) -t (H rZ)K ] , 7 l
“i.™ f^ uo) ' {(HfjK] (5.1.5)
U3-5>c> ' J
Using equations (3.3.14) and (5.4.1) we 
get that the scattering cross-section for an incident 
P-wave is
Z p ~ ^  U + ' ^ i T T A ?  2  1 7  ^ t V 1* Z  * " V  r i '  A* 3 j G /J tl5 <* <1
X ^ 3o(a+'c3)rt'(ill|V+ mj-ai-) tdWil + TS/a^Fp-
-3o(aHTJJ a, F, ^ (S + r^OiH- a j'-or'A-'^ KK-a^ ar' Hj jj
+ fc{(4-tTS)(uNG« _ a(1-Ts//a-tJ H
and that for an incident S-wave is
Is = It (a+-c3)'iu>,’- Z V  ^  - -8. TTa.’-fti 2. "j1
* + +4^(51+ts; Vf^-
~ 3 o ( a 4 T ? /f t v F j  [(3 + r 4) a « H -  a ^ a r Y i ' ^ U C K - ^ u , '
+ - afi-^cij•>-?] +ofeV)
where Hj(W , H(Wo> and Fj(uo) are given in
equations (5.1.1)- (5.1.5).
5.2. fhe scattering cross-section for a circular disc.
from an 
letting
giving
Both
and
giving
Also
A circular disc of radius a, , can he obtained 
elliptic disc of semi-axes cu and Q-l by 
0.1. a, .
Now
-fe —  O  oTiKV. ■=• j J
ctv-?a, a^ oi
t — I'A 
«v*a, '
(UvJ of If*. K — ' ^/o— ,
For the elliptic disc
Hi * Q. r(K-tOOi-aa:
' . — — Qj1" ^ tr¥\ -1— -4-  ^l< —1=.) •
ft-zr»a. 2cil-
and t= are functions of , and from (11),
dfc g - (fe'Ac 
dfc £ LW)'1'
dg E — K
dfc ‘ *
i&_ = __ at.
di1
W , C u o )  -  Qi'1- J —  , , i i  _  T T  „
Gvr»CM 2.C.-U V&V' fl ”* A
From symmetry considerations
, - I
For the elliptic disc
(uo) — ^  H^Cuo)  ^ ^ .-= 1 ,2  ,
l^Uo)- - { t\^'CL) K j'
and
h(uo) * & .
These give
R M  -  *  > A = ' ^  >ftv*»i <* (3+^)tt J c
Jltr— f3m  =. ^ (5*2.1)
a-^ Gi (i+t1-)^
and
t^»rv\ H
The scattering cross-section for an incident 
P-wave becomes
3 3
I_ - ik Ca+^T^x 1  Pix~ X  W€'^V 1 tv»x .fj’1 *P 3 o “< J d i^s o=-i 0 J
X  j ^ 3 o ~ \ 2 - * ' U iX ‘v'i1' ■*‘ ,v' x )  Q ir  • +  4 0 ( 2 + x \ ) ^  F j ^ ^ - i 2  - H 2  |  0 ~ T ^ a J X |  ~
“i£ (2it*)axFJir ,
and that for an incident S-wave
2C - ik'(2-1 r3J i t X  mF F;1 - -E.tt^ q,1' X  R v *
s 3 ' j-* J * 13S o-t J o
X [ s o f w  Tz)( <«?-+<"})(*?- +  4 0  (i+x*f FJM.X+  12- f t - c ^ a p }
- i| (24 t*) G(~ F^fV^Z-h +T4) - ar1a^ '(\’-z^ )l ^ ^ ^ar2) f[ + O &£*'*')
where Fj,M is defined in equation (5.2.1).
For a P-wave which is normal to the plane of the disc,
i.e. mt=rt\=o, m3-i > the first term in the scattering 
cross-section becomes
G k - T ol ('l +-■*; /  3TT C h vr; *•
which is the same as can he obtained from the results 
of Mai, Ang and Knopoff (5), after allowing for the 
fact that they considered an incident wave with 
displacement given by
and also that there appear to be minor mistakes in 
equations (42) and (61) of their paper.
Appendix. The evaluation of the integrals.
1. The effect of cyclic interchange of the suffices.
obtained from others by a cyclic interchange of the 
suffices. However, the actual dependence of some of 
the functions involved, for example u<> and & (uo> , 
upon the semi-axes of the ellipsoid cx, , and <*3 
is not obvious and so we will first look at the behaviour 
of these functions as we permute the indices.
If the result of a cyclic interchange of the 
suffices on a function -f is that it becomes
(^a,/al/a3) then the following notation will be 
adopted
Many of the integrals to be evaluated can be
* ,a' ' s  ( a i ' °'3> ’
Simple algebra gives the following results
U .1 )
(A.2)
(A.3)
The equation of the ellipsoid in the 
elliptic coordinates is
^ - Uo -ti k‘ where o < ud< k (A.4)
and
from equation (3.1.5)
Sw Uo - —  O,
C a  U o  -  Q S cilA U o  -  f ! i  
cm
Thus
■’K
If uc-— ? then Uo satisfies the equations
® <U/A2_ and cn (&u£ , i & W  = 
Using results in (1<2), we have that 
s n (£ H?,<&/*) s i  f - t u o , y .
Thus
Similarly
Sl ('CUo^ J - — V a2.
C u(ftc£ , *  <nl (
(A.5)
giving
'Vvif'tUo ,
Thus from (A.5) and (A.6)
Sn (Cucf v
and as is single valued for o^u<*< 9 i-fc
follows that la* = .
We therefore have
(A.6)
Uo 0,V^^  'feuo -  -t&Uo. (A.7)
To determine the behaviour of £(uo> ,
we write it in the form where sin^ >-= sauc -
If then s- ~
and
£( uo) 0,
e (**, -eft/ft)
= &o- f i
where
S.w - 1- S i w  0*/ £ l -+ )zs,hz^ j - X %3*
Also
E fa * ,* ')  = E- (i stf£/o* J &)
- X £ UO - ECuo) -+ 1 Az/cttftj } .
, b  fuo) ^ - ^ 7  ^  U o  "  E(Uo) -4- $&T,/eiictz —  $.Oi\/ ( X ^ l  1
=  d  j  U o  -  E * M  -4- l a A V a . A , , ]  . ( A . 8 )
A ^
Por the functions Hj (uo) , , we have
1 3  M w o ) ci-^rs‘ ^ b p  ~ i  (~u° ~ el^  -* i ^ V r" r f }
=. 1 ■* H> (uo) .
Similarly
and
l~z w2fuo> f l~z
0>V>
f Hs (uo) ^  ^  ^^ ^ 1 ^uo ^ ’ (A • 9)
2. Lam& polynomials.
The analysis necessary to determine the 
integral results quoted in paragraph (3.3) involves 
various properties of Lam& functions and polynomials 
and the notation that will he used is that of Arscott (13).
Lamp’s equation is taken as
J"? + {£-'*' On-H ) '&*' Sn" Z.) ^  -O (A.10)0.-£
where A  is the modulus of the elliptic function sufr/Gl .
The parameter w is a non-negative integer and &  
has one of the 3n.-bi characteristic values for 
which equation (A;lO) has a Lam6 polynomial as a first 
solution. Such polynomials are of degree n. and are 
denoted by the general symbol U) , where wv. is
the number of zeros in the range o^ -z<\< . The eight
possible types are distinguished from one another by 
the combination of the functions sn'z , c,vz > cU-* 
that appears as a factor and hence the prefix oJ 
stands for any combination of the symbols s, c , d 
(for cnz. dn ^  respectively) or u. (when none of 
these functions is a factor).
As is usual, we will work in terms of integrals
taken over values of oc bet ween -ai< and and values
of (3 from K-2..V to i.e. over the surface
of the ellipsoid taken twice. This domain of integration
will be denoted by 'S
The orthogonality relation that will be used' i
is
K  cx [&) . a cW p =o> (A 1 1 )
T
unless cxE^ j , are of the same type with
wi - mi , vi,-n-u . In this case
\ a  (oc, (S) (svloc- Srl(2) d *  -  -tC- ( A .  1 2 )
i
where
-• (p)
and £-l if ox- is a factor of an<^  t--1
otherwise.
The elliptic functions s'^-z cn-z and
(kw-z. are in fact elementary Lame" functions. Using 
the normalisation procedure quoted above we have, ("7),
Srx x  «  (&r / 3 0 ) ^ , s£° (*),
c,t ’ (girc-aoysA4/ 4
duZ = (§rr 1. d£.°{(zJy
while
\ - (9Tr/^)Vd
It will be necessary to expand (xi- i as 
a series of Lame polynomials. The general form for 
this expansion is
|r-^l ^ Z  A*„ ex b (*, p  . (A.13)
«V\ y<\
where the summation extends over all possible Integer 
values of m. and yl , and over all possible prefixes 
r<f (i.e. u^c.d, sc^ sc^ c*/ scd ). The d^are constants, 
and in fact the values of only two of these are needed 
and these can be found from Williams, (7;), as
K o  ■=-■%* JC7’*'''*0 o (A. 14)
We will also use the relation, (1ft),
&it0C5»\l|> St -V- Co u 4 C« (A* 15)
where Co and c, are constants.
Finally we will need two results quoted 
in Williams (73), and reproduced here for convenience
( (Srfci -Sv^ pVdet df « - , (A. 16)
5 dp
^  (SvV- S^ddd^- - * (A . 17)
3. Evaluation of the integrals.
The surface element dS ±s given in terms 
of elliptic coordinates by
dS - < 0 4 l(sn>:fe - ~Sr\’ffo)(£iA'p - d*
and hence using equation (3.3.8)
d*& — -cfc (5^ d°* d(5»
To evaluate dS
For <=j=lv x.Vg(«,s,j{} ttS
a 2 Sl'L* (sn’t e - d o e  df
■» A ffct, ft^ 3 atV •
For , | M  xj/a(<s,fi,p dS =■ o  by symmetry.
Thus
^  <ftj . (A.18)
To evaluate fsL X'L XJ dSl dSU .
By equation (A.18)
\ J y-iXj dJ2 d j? 0 _ X  ^  IT  a , f t z ft3 a ^  (S lj J  d 4 1 «
S  S  ^
— XTTft.a^ , (s^ oi -s^ q) d*d$
Z <5 <T J£
® -eajx £tj on using equation (A. 16)
where
t/ / 7.
To evaluate Isis *j yt° dJi&Sl-o .
By symmetry, it is seen that the value of 
this integral is zero.
To evaluate I- - •p?l7' dJ2a .
Expanding the integrand, the integral becomes 
£ . ( ( $ » ’-+ pf/-- a*i*f 1 aai in o .
Js Js <•
By symmetry
jj K  <U oU* = o
S-»S
and hence using equation (A.18)
>s
To evaluate X  *j (T-tjg\~(d£-dS20.
By writing xf in terms of elliptic functions 
and then using equation (A. 15) we have that for £=1^-1
the integral
— *“ “ • ^  ^  <X\'q.zci^~ Sfvy© f  SrJtf S ^ (2  | H — 5h. f rfj2  J-Slo.
¥e now use the expansion for |5>-ror' given 
hy equation (A.13), together with equations (A.11), 
(A,12) and (A*14) to give
 ^  ^ ncj7" | H — lo | * <iJ2. lJ2c
- - L ^ i  a^ai «3L s^Xo J I £ ^  + Co u ^ -* c, u £ flUtf)} *
x2_ Arort aEp^ (</,p; f t E p J ^ A '
X (S — .£ irfVo ~ St\lp<a) J ( ? c({?o
^ <C
• =r TT1 - ) j * .
Prom equations (A.3) and (A.7) ^  and hence
(( - 'eaC'l'ao.
Js
For L = i ^ - z we have
( C X,-X2 IdC-fSt ' JJ2- 
'S Is
/ r
~ 4 * 4 * W  ' «*n Yo C*\0t Cn(i l ^ - T S  1 U  •&<!«&>
Jf JS
The product Sk* can he expressed as a constant
factor of scEp£(d(p7 and hence hy expanding (:£-■£? T1 
and using the. orthogonality relation this integral 
reduces to zero.
We have, therefore,
^ ^  >cl ['£-'?£I G-l -£ u.o S£j . (A. 19)
To evaluate rfJllJ2o#
If -t-j =-1 we have
— — -€^oiv1'al'a^ ~ J  ^ ct  ^-s^ofc-£V\ |>o |‘£-'Tf\ c(^2-c(J2o
- - t1'a^cs.i'CLj ^ ^£p^6*o,psJ j'E-tffUn.rfJ2.a
and by expanding according to equation (A. 13)
and using the relations (A.11) and (A.12) this reduces to
3j tt - e V  fti- af s* «o d sol
Also
A * - nr s,h'l Yo h( (u-&)
ov JL 6
and hence
( C n, ^i° (cn.-'Cfl' — -eci4 -£
s Js
For the case -£=1,  ^-a we substitute first 
for oc, and in terms of elliptic functions and
then in terms of Lame polynomials. The integrand now 
involves an expression of the form
S £  f t  c E p t 51 a E-ftC (<*o,fo),
and hence by using the orthogonality relation (A.12), 
the value of the integral is seen to be zero.
Finally, using the results for the cyclic 
interchange properties of tojCuc) , given by 
equations (A.9) we obtain
I [ *\J°  ^^ -= -e a4 -6 [4i(ix0) Sc^  . (A. 20)
To evaluate AJ2. cU2P.
We write the integrand as and expand
IH- !> I
the numerator to give
J  ^  ■** t**-0 J1” + ^  } •l*r- ro I t^i
The integral can now be evaluated using results
(A.19) and
where
H(uo) -=:
(A.20), giving 
it-*2 I £SL rf-J2o
1 ll.
ZE_ a 4- QL JL'3 H,
3-e£ K(uo) ^ •
t (Uo) -t ftj $2. ^
L Cuoi 3
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Footnote.
Since part 1 of this thesis was written, 
Datta* has published a paper in which he considers 
the rectilinear oscillations of a rigid inclusion in 
an infinite elastic medium. He uses a boundary- 
perturbation technique for solving the problem of the 
radiation of waves into the elastic solid, by an 
oscillating inclusion in the shape of a convex body 
of revolution, which is not limited to low frequencies.
Datta considers in detail the case of a body 
of revolution oscillating along its axis of symmetry 
and he states that the more general problem of 
diffraction by a movable inclusion can be analysed by 
his method.
* S.K. Datta. Int. J. Engng. Sci. 9 (1971) 947-957.
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1. Introduction.
This part of the thesis is concerned with 
the determination of the force needed'to maintain a 
given displacement of a rigid massive inclusion of 
arbitrary shape embedded in an elastic material in 
the form of a plate, a half-space or an infinitely 
long cylinder, the conditions on the boundary of the 
elastic space being prescribed. This problem is 
similar to one considered by Williams (1), who 
investigated the boundary effects in steady Stokes 
flow. The forces on a slowly vibrating body in a 
viscous fluid and in an elastic medium have also 
been determined by Williams, (2) and (3).
One of the main difficulties that is 
encountered in inclusion and cavity problems arises 
because the internal boundary of the elastic space 
is usually of a shape not geometrically compatible 
with the external boundary. Although methods are 
available for satisfying the conditions on the 
external and internal boundaries separately, it has 
proved necessary to use infinite series, the co­
efficients of which involve infinite matrices, (or 
in specific cases, iterative methods), in order to 
satisfy the boundary conditions simultaneously.
See, for example, Fox (4).
These difficulties are avoided in this 
part of the thesis by the use of an integral equation 
method. Another advantage of this method, (as shown 
by Williams (1) ), is that it is possible to determine 
the accuracy of the expression for the force, and in 
fact it is shown that if £ is the ratio (fundamental 
dimension of inclusion/minimum distance from the 
boundary) then the solution for the force is correct 
to and in some cases O C .
The method reduces to the solution of two 
associated problems. The first is concerned with the 
inclusion when in an infinite medium. A tensor is 
introduced which is such that the force exerted on 
the inclusion when subjected to a displacement U: in 
an infinite medium isijJ.uL. The tensor ^  is found for 
ellipsoidal, spherical and disc-shaped inclusions.
The second problem relates to the elastic space in 
which the inclusion is embedded and the boundary 
conditions being applied to its external surface. The 
quantity to be determined here concerns the non-singular 
part of the displacement due to a point force in the 
elastic material and it is the displacement evaluated 
at the point of application of the point force which 
is of interest. Elastic half-spaces and infinitely 
long elastic cylinders with stress-free and rigid 
boundaries are considered, also elastic plates with 
boundaries which are both stress-free, both rigid or 
one stress-free and the other rigid. Several methods 
are used in order to illustrate the various techniques 
that are available. The author has shown that all the 
solutions for the elastic plate reduce correctly to the 
appropriate solution for the half-space, when each of 
the boundaries is separately allowed to recede to 
infinity.
In most cases these displacements appear as 
polynomials in Poisson’s ratio V , the coefficients 
being integrals, most of which, as far as the author is 
aware, have not been encountered before. The values of 
these integrals, and of the corresponding polynomials 
are given in Appendix 2 for | (0-i) 3 , where K-3-^v.
2♦ The basic problem and its solution,
2*1. The integral equation determining the force.
We consider a rigid inclusion S , occupying 
the region V , lying within a bounded elastic medium, 
the boundaries of which are either stress-free or 
rigid. If the inclusion is given a displacement up 
then the equation for the displacement u. at a point 
V  in the elastic region exterior to the inclusion is
i ^(^X+yiA^ dUV u -+- JA V  U — O^
where A and yu- are the Lame’ constants for the elastic 
material. It follows from equation (3.45) of the book 
by Kupradze (5) that
i •= f { k.Tw u= - u.xW U  <*S „ (2.1
where is the stress operator
1 Js- 2L 4- 7\  ^  cAitr -t* M- 'fl' A. Cuxf j
n is the unit vector along the outward normal to S cfS 
and Si denotes the external (arbitrary) boundary of 
the elastic material. The tensor h= L i s  a 
solution, with suitably chosen boundary conditions,
(see below), of the equation
( \ - \ y x )  clur L. +yU-^7 L =  tA. S -  -C? ) t ( 2 . 1
where U- denotes the unit tensor, and £ and Tb
are the position vectors respectively, of *"P and an 
arbitrary point on S . The vector is the
displacement vector at T  due to a unit point force
acting parallel to the unit vector 4  at ?fl ,
The boundary condition on the surface of the 
inclusion is that u- is constant (= u?) and hence 
equation (2.1.1) becomes
a j k.TW 6d) dS - uo.J T ("'.('L')ul$;
+ f JS - f  !i-f1k)a?- (2.1.3)
5, s'
If the boundary conditions for the tensor L on the
boundary S< are chosen to be of the same form as
those for u. , (i.e. rigid boundaries, for which
u s. o and i. , or stress-free boundaries, for
which and X C*lW) > ox a combination
of both), then equation (2.1.3) reduces further to give
a - t W-.X("Vsd) as - Uo. j . (2.1.4)
Using equation (1.10) of reference (5),
\ (AS — f 0cca4 cLo~ L -  yKCarC cujt* L.^  (A^
S V
f u 6*(r-3>) — o ,
Hence equation (2.1.4) gives
tlr) - f k(s, is)-£(t?) <lS, (2.1.5)
s
where
-ftro) — T C ^  0 .(3 ) ,
£ representing the stress vector at the point with 
position vector .
On the surface of the inclusion u= up and 
so for ?  on S , equation (2.1.5) becomes
uU-c) = \  klr,ts) --££«?> Js- (2.1.6)
Js
This is the basic integral equation for determining 
the stress vector on the surface of the inclusion.
2.2. The solution of the integral equation.
The tensor L can he written in the form 
+ Wi , where L*5 is the corresponding tensor in 
an unbounded medium, and U represents the effect of 
the presence of the boundary Sj . It is convenient 
to define a parameter £ as the ratio of a character­
istic dimension of the inclusion S to the minimum 
distance between a point of S and the boundaries Si .
If the origin is taken to be some point on S and if 
T* and %  are also both on S , then
Si To) ~ ki [oto) -t- H .  (Sracl
+ Is - ° ^ (2*2*1)
where the affix zero denotes differentiation with 
respect to the components of Ts • The second and 
third terms on the right hand side of equation (2.2.1) 
are of 0C^) . Equations (2.1.6) and (2.2.1) now
show that
5 uo - ^ f is- ± 40(^9 (2 .2 .2)
Js
where F £ £ cLS ) is the force on the inclusion.
Equation (2.2.2) is the integral equation 
for an inclusion in an infinite solid, when the 
inclusion is given a displacement
Uo — \ - \  ( o.j £.) * £f ■ «
The approximate force on the inclusion can 
be expressed conveniently by introducing a tensor J? 
defined to be such that the force E*> exerted on the 
inclusion when subjected to a displacement up in an 
infinite medium is $. ^  . Thus
F * \ up - k  (5,5) . f I . (2.2.3)
The solution of this equation is
E ~ ^ k* Cj2, e.) &  . (2.2.4)
Equation (2.2.3) is correct to at least O(£*0 and 
hence so is equation (2.2.4).
Eor an inclusion symmetric about an axis in 
the direction A  and given a displacement up &  ,
equation (2.2.4) reduces to
Ef - O  + \  > (2.2.5)
where A, is a constant, independent of the form of 
the inclusion, given by
>, - HUo '
where tO is the magnitude of the vector U £
A simpler solution to equation (2.2.3) can 
be obtained by replacing F in the right hand side by 
go , giving
F - ^  (2.2.6)
and for the special case of the axisymmetric body 
considered above
F - Fio 0 -  >>. R») ^  . (2.2.7)
It should be noted that the above equations 
are true for any boundary Si . Eor the remainder of 
this part of the thesis, we shall restrict ourselves 
to the cases in which is either a single plane 
(giving an inclusion embedded in an elastic half space) 
or a pair of planes (giving an elastic plate) or a 
cylindrical shell. Provided equation (2.2.3) is 
correct to only o C ^  , equations (2.2.6) and (2.2.7), 
being also correct to O0=^ , may be used in
preference to equations (2.2.4) and (2.2.5).
However, if
^ £"• { z -  C3toJ -^’K ^ o + *-f8<~<0i:'Us, ] Js =2
then equation (2.2.3) is accurate to o(c3) . If the
boundary S‘i is made up of two parallel planes (and 
the boundary at infinity), then the simplest situation 
in which the error in equation (2.2.3) is ofe3) occurs 
when the inclusion has at least one point lying in the 
mid-plane of the plate. If this point is chosen as 
origin, then three mutually perpendicular axes may be 
drawn through the origin which'are axes of symmetry of 
the boundaries. If the boundary S4, consists of a 
cylinder a similar result holds, again provided that 
the inclusion has at least one point on the axis of 
the cylinder. In each of these cases
( W  '= ° = » =£
and hence equations (2.2.2) and (2.2.3) are correct 
to o(cz) . The tensor may be determined
from the displacements due to point forces acting 
parallel to the coordinate axes and situated on the 
midplane of the plate in the first case and on the 
axis of the cylinder in the second case.
When the inclusion lies completely off the 
midplane of the plate or off the axis of the cylinder 
(or in a semi-infinite elastic body) equation (2.2.3) 
will again be accurate to o(es) if the inclusion 
possesses three perpendicular planes of symmetry 
intersecting at a point O within itself. The normals 
to these planes are taken to be the coordinate axes 
Ox,*zx3 and it is assumed that the inclusion is 
given a displacement tio-5 • Prom the symmetry 
properties of the inclusion S , it follows (see Appendix 1) 
that the components 4^ ° of £** satisfy the relations
I T K ^  - < “ ( - <  *^*f)
- r (<=«???;,
- (2• 2.8)
It follows immediately from these relation­
ships that
Js £ (s). [ t> * } °*s ~e •
Hence in this case, neglecting terms of o(el) , £ is 
a superposition of the solution of equation (2.2.2) 
with the solution of the equation
I /r f*?) . £(-£?)
5 * r
+ J f^feO • fc* 3<^ k‘j =o. (2.2.9)j  r-r0 -o
The solution to equation (2.2.9) is in turn formed 
from the solutions £* of equations of the form
3 Leo . £+ is = *<■■£ , S =1 (2.2.10)
S
This equation takes two different forms typified by
T --S - 1 and rT=\ , s = 2. . Por r=s -1 , using
the symmetry properties of S , we have that -ff ,
and £ are odd functions of :x,° , aq? and *j°
respectively. Similarly for r=\ , s ~tl , we have
that £* , £* and are odd functions of x° ,
oc,° and *3° respectively. It follows that all
solutions of equation (2.2.10) are such that \ £ V s =£ .
s
Thus the error in equation (2.2.3) is again of o[e2) .
In this case the point force used in the calculation
y i ‘srt*s) must be situated at O .
It follows from the above that the force on 
the inclusion can be written down once the tensors ^  
and Lj are known. The tensor f! for ellipsoidal
and other related forms can be written down from the 
results of Chapter (3.2) of Part 1 of this thesis.
In the following chapters, the tensor U (0,5) will 
be found for various combinations of external boundaries 
and boundary conditions.
3. The tensor L» for a plate.
3.1. Rigid boundaries.
We consider the problem of determining the 
displacement due to a point force in an elastic plate 
with rigid boundaries. The origin of coordinates is 
chosen as the point of application of the force and 
the rigid boundaries are then assumed to be at x^^Ci 
and with
The vector is the displacement
at a point “P due to a point force parallel to the
A. .
direction acting at the origin. Thus if -Q , ,
then satisifies the equation
(X^<Tvdi d^ r ^  V 5 ~ ^  ^ (3.1.1)
with boundary conditions chosen so that ^.(L«4 ks°^  
vanishes on the boundaries = f and *3= -c*.
The double Fourier transform defined by
^  fw r00
■f ( k  ~2rr ) •-pt-3C«/xi>x3^ € fclxj dxx
—o Ico
is used to determine T) • Transforming equation
(3.1.1), we obtain the three equations (Sneddon and 
Lockett (6) )
(A'-^ TF,1 -1?) o? - ( f - ' A V ?  - 4a,* =o,
-(fl-0i.^a.v + -(?-') =0-
-(f-JlS, d«f - ( ( 5 L 0 ^ A u * + ( ( ^ ^ J aV ^  ^
where are the double Fourier transforms
of the components of the displacement b , A = ^
and . The solutions to these equations
can be put in the form
.twklxj -I- (3.1.2)
where Aj and A^ are arbitrary constants involving 
the parameters and ; an(^  "Pj an(^  P^ are given 
in terms of them by the equations
p, 2j l  _ p/. ‘3 A/ +- 5*2 A-j/ 4XTA3
5, f2 TK
> V Ii Ai •+ J-z 2^. + iTAj
it
(3.1.3)
(3.1.4)
with k * ((?Vi)/($L-i) - 3-4 v and I1* 3^+^
The Fourier inversion theorem is
/. CO, f~~ p* [ -£ — — (J(3Ci ■+ TjXij
+(*.,*,*») = ~  j -f
K-co -ia?
. ros j(x, c&^lp «+
o Jo
on transforming to polar coordinates in the
(^,^2) -plane. Thus using equation (3.1.2) we 
have, that the components of 1) evaluated at the 
origin are
(
CO r'lTT
j rtp JjJtTJ. (3.1.5)
The quantities yT=J ,w Tv' can be found by
applying the. boundary conditions. If the boundary 
conditions for are (1) uj - (up, , on 
and (2) on , then putting
*3 c^, , and x-j- - c,_ in equations (3.1.2) we have, 
respectively
(uj) =  (Aj +  Pjc,) c n U  (Jc, + (Ajf +  'PjCj) SiJv "3c,
and
(Up. ” (A^  “ Ci_j — (4^  — P^, Qi) 5 (Jv ,
Eliminating A^f we get
A^  ■=• CO>6tCi  ^ 5i-vlv3^2 — C-2_
~’ I S«vak 3C| (3.1.6)
where
£>j =■ (u/;, s«*k3ca + 2/2 •
Similarly, eliminating Aj we have
A y  =• CcoecR Tci ^  6j '  — ~Pj (ct Sud^ C^, Co>R I c 2 -  C^SunKI^ CxnL'Sc)
Pj (A Ccrsk tfc» Co>^  vT^2_ 1 , (3.1.7)
where
^ y ' w^<p< ~ / j .
By using equations (3.1.3), (3.1.4), (3.1.6), (3.1.7),
P  and p' are found and their values give
P j  ^ ( ' i  c p i f i ' 3 f |  j T i r v A ~ q  Cisifa, C | )  4  d .
—  ^  • S i a & l c ^  4 * ^ * 2  S W k  3 C (  ^<>>k I c ^ )  4  ( ' X c h j .  3 « * A k l (
, <p1^ /  (3.1.8)
where
^'L^ p) ~  C£i&.yd -+ Ja (^ 2 CuiA l o t  4. ( ^ 1)  ( u j ^  S<*aK lc (
-7/fut)^  - T2 (u *)^  ; <*,p^ i,2. (3.1.9)
and
P j  (  Cl C ockle , Si„k lC ^  — cz C c ^ lC j. £t>-vUlCj) 4- (Jl S v^ k lc , Jiw tklC*.
“  ^  ^ *1(2) ( , ^ ci kcx s^k3 c t i iA ld l)  -  f^z,j ( l(A q ,i.^ k lC/
-kc., Smklc2 swkIl)i/lO<,l'^ ,kLIo( -lV)^ (3.1.10)
where
~ ^ I Cu( ^  id 4- I2 (uz)g -t CH)
■ - i ^ h ] , = »,2 . (3.1.11)
We now consider separately the cases in 
which the force is parallel and perpendicular to the 
plane faces of the plate.
(a) Solution for a force parallel to the plate.
For a point force parallel to the positive 
direction of the ^  -axis at the origin, in an 
infinite space, the vector displacement is kA-r'-u + V  ,
where x - 4*2 > an-<i A= | ikTT^ O-v) ]~l
We need, therefore, the double Fourier transforms of 
P"1 , Dc^'f-”3 , f and dc, where
with c= c, or -cz . Using results in Campbell and 
Foster (7) and G-radshteyn and Ryzhik (8) these are 
trLcTlr4-7,^ r0«'c'S, cTt^ r 26 + c“'r,j ^ c and 
respectively. Using these we have
f&k -- -K.rt-e"lc*r'_ a ( V -  "
lu4 - Ac«'r,r,rl(i ^ cr
~ fc-o* A i U  T, J  -<■ g,
These give
T > ( =: —  f t T  -j) —  £  I +  1 C , , )  COOL ^  j  ^  1 ^ 2
4  [  4  C i - V )  —  O ' *  i c j ,  c c h V  
^2 ^ A I 14 Uq. 4(l4px)€ Ict^J
*®3 "*■ ^  Co^  t c<^ ”^ Ci •S,‘.J -U c i  - c^  -e'*Cz
T~ 3c«: . t- —~l tat. -Icfi
U^(V a AT CcDyf [_c^ e - Col* - -e
c— T V TCei
(«<p) - A J coyi i c</£ J t A kc<73^  -e .
Thus using equations (3.1.6) to (3.1.11) to determine 
Aj , carrying out the integration with respect to ft 
in equation (3.1.5) and writing Tcl=f> , Tc,•» c,p/(c,4cj - q
and *tcj. , we obtain
u,(o) - -i. f °°£(P; <ipy a2(o; = =o , (3.1
C J o
where
*f»(p) ~ ^ c<n£c^  p t< (-e 'Tip +■ C 'ri
4- Sw^U qp -f 0 " ’Ip ) ^  -S,vA*'r\p)^[
— p “• €* X ^ P  'H P + k'i| Si«kp u^-vk 12.P,}
4 V  (-€_ ** CcoU p -  -e_Ti ^ y)( ^  P S.A "'’IP  + K-q •^'1' p Ji^kr( p)
- p(T‘re'x*- ^ ^ X  ^  P s'’'*' “HP + HT» ,s,,a1' P
— p  ^■r^ .-e * <j -e X  ^  P ■J<*','v‘'2 P ^ 2. s».-\U p 'r,p/)j[x
x , Ap[ 3 Lp  5iwkp  ^ K ^ A ^ p  -  . ( 3 . 1
If the origin is located midway between the 
plates i.e. cl=-<^-c , then equations (3.1.12) and
( 3 . 1 . 1 3 )  reduce to
u.icj = - &i ( _ f i _  dp _  i. \ g ft-d di'
CcaU P 2 C Cobl\ p
+
CP r ~2P) ( O* t
fO-e ^ Pjf ±  pfc-'i-P 4fdJf
2C Jj USiuyU 2p -r? 0 Ksuk2p —2p
where j? has been written in place of -^ p . The first 
two integrals can be evaluated using results quoted in 
(8) and (9) giving
.12)
.13)
u,(o' ~ ■£{£ - i ^  + £x.< - t »,} ,
where
(3.1.14)
(b) Solution for a force perpendicular to the plate.
For a point force parallel to the positive 
direction of the -axis acting at the origin in
an infinite space, the vector displacement is 
M-r'A + 4*31-5 £ . The double Fourier transform
of is cr'-e”*'* and hence using this and other
results quoted in (a) above, we have that the 
transformed components of 4-Ll evaluated on Q 
and =•- cz are
( U j \  -
These give
~ car*^  [ 2 - Q Xjy
1)^ "=* A*i ^
^  rs- — 1*^4 vf ( S’imU 4“ C •S’ti'xU "JCl)
k Ccl e <S'i*v^ 3c’2 +Cl €
fU(i) ~ (r'^'/U ( l<e + s(c(!i?u + c*t Vjj
FuP, - (-0- <u { c ^ j j .
Again, using equations (3.1.6) to (3.1.11) 
to determine Aj , carrying out the integration 
with respect to ft in equation (3.1.5) and writing 
34 ^ p , 3c, - rjp > > 2- -^P , we obtain
r Cfc>
Mo) =^(0^ =0  ^ uz(o) ~ —  J-J 3’^(p)clp/ (3.1.15)
where
{^ (p^  =. Act-S€cUp K" ~2\° 4-€ ZPStJ\ r\ p^)
+ p ( r { Stwk <2.p +- 1 r, p)J
- jV (•e~flPc<^ u P -'e_TI?){^P 51^  <• P ~ k<"i p «si^U q.p)
4k(^ ^ cc^U p— £? Si*lqp — k'-fi SivaU p S t <1 p J
+• p^-Tt^ Z )^'1a.p«Si.->U Tjp— Smk p Sinlv<2.P^
4 p ('q-e^ p- '*i'e~^ P)( ^ p ^ Utip’-k'fj.si^k p Si«l iffjj y
x Af [ ( K V f  - pVJ'- (3.1.16)
If the origin is located midway between the 
plates, i.e. C\-= <ra =. c , then equations (3.1.15) 
and (3.1.16) reduce to
u3(*>
oo
_ rtttf“ p(i--e*l7h.J'P rir _  M  f P ^ P  Mp
c Ks^ U2p +7Lp c 1^ -S«k2pf2p
where j3 has again been written in place of -^ p 
This gives
Uj(o) - c i C  " £'&9Z “ HT,Z (3.1.17)
where
I■uii.
f  o C
KO- * 9) t-qJ- f c|p a„jl T _. I P U^P ^  .
Ksi.nU^p -+ip ZV J W.s<A2p + 2p
Summarising, if the point force is situated 
off the mid-plane of the plates, then Li (o fo_) is of
the form
-r'{ 9.KXA-M H- & 4) (3.1.18)
where % i M and ^(r,) are quantities dependent
upon the position of the point force in relation to 
the plates, and
%  I'A)
i°° rOo
-G(p) dp , % ( ' , ) -J -Pitp/dp,
with -P.(p) and fzC?) being defined in equations
(3.1.13) and (3.1.16) respectively. For a force 
midway between the plates,
k(o,o) - - L(2k*).t32..+ KX„-
where
I.; - p(l— t * * ) fc-a^ Up f o ,
T>iJ
- f“ p1- P dp ,
o  o'
T)^’ — ^ + (-0 ^2  ^ ?
A ■* £ ikTi^ ((-v;j *.
Tables of these integrals for various values 
of K and of the components of cA"1 it Co o J are 
given in Appendix 2.
and
3.2. One boundary stress-free, the other rigid.
In this section we illustrate an alternative
method for finding the tensor Li (5, oj , as used by 
Dougall (10). The midplane of the plate is chosen as 
the 0*,*^ plane and the point force is supposed to
where \i-Z-brV and sf> are potential functions 
with no singularities within the elastic plate. These 
potential functions are chosen so that, together with 
the contribution from a point force in an infinite 
medium, the boundary conditions on the plane faces of 
the plate are satisfied.
assume that it is the face & which is free from
stress and the face ■=.-£, which is rigid. In 
satisfying the boundary conditions we will use the 
following integral representations
act at the point $c\ , * 3' )  . We seek a solution of
equation (3.1.1) of the form
7> =. 2 .cuxf 5 +-
(3.2.1)
The stress vector across a plane with normal 
in the direction of is
(3.2.2)
and if the plate is of thickness 3^ then we will
where V" = Qt^  'R*'-fr'--*')2" - * - j2-.
(a) Solution for a unit force perpendicular to the plate.
The components of the displacement for a 
point force of unit magnitude acting at the point
direction of in an
infinite medium can he written in the form
A [ (*/ -*3) C*- ■'*' K v 1 \} * <t& x* z' 3 (3*2.4)
J
with stress components given by*
^  ^  ^  try jg-f-r*;],
and
- -2^  + <*S-*J) , (3 .2 .5)
where
Applying the boundary conditions on , 
assuming that the displacement T> is as given by 
equation (3.2.1) but with , and using the
integral representations (3.2.3) we have
_  A p  £ LJS _  ft(*-=<5')} -e'W '*3^ To(4R) ctfc, (3.2.6)
•'O
and
=.rt(l{ua< + (3.2.7)
D
Similarly for the boundary condition on 
-4, , we obtain
I - K ¥  + Z * 3 ^ 1
I bXj J *3 ^ &
r co — fo C& + *j'^
- A £ - O ^ ) ^  - k }* X(&RUfe. (3
o
If we now assume that 9 and <£> are of
the forms
rOO
9  — |  0 , m k  & )  -4: 0 2 f e f a j + E j ]  TeC%lQ) ($Z ( 3
o
and
, 0t>
^ -=- 9^^  k’sok■&l:xj'~b) 4*^ 2 .Su-*P\ Ocj($2(2) 4&y (3
then we obtain the following equations for , and 
*\ ’
c©^ 2 M  .+ #> { coi z M  +
4- <jz£ Cc^k • = Ft,
&, 4- + 0a S^ut£ Z&6 4- 2&£ C<svk
- <*1
6, c&L 2t& +. 0, K J ^ *5
and
@z - 81, sivx^v 2&R. + \< 2,&&. — ^ j
-  2 M ,  C O  &  '2'fe^ . —  F 4 >
where
K - 2${>tK - >
n C ~>
F  + k *
A I I D \ ^fz - - A  (*,'< ft) -e
and —1e(-R + ^  J
^ — rt^W+ f^C*/-t £) j ^
.2.9)
.2.10)
.2.11)
The solutions of these equations are as follows 
01 A  “  F| ^ “ k l k - i )  X  +■ 1 ( X - k )  c o A 1  — 2 1  - S m k l j
+Fa ^  k(l4 +*t) Cc*>u X + 1 [ 14 k )  'Stik'J -+ 21 O o & l j  
\fz  ^ \ .4- k  cffJL 2*1 - 1  21 4- 2 l a }
4-r%  ^ ~ ZK -S'^U. 21 ■+■ 1« — jf } (3.2.12)
^/i - ^ { K c®k 2X + ^  ~ S^ k/2l + 21^
4 - f^  \< S<-xU 4  1W o^U 21 -  T  }
 ^ ^ " 7
4-f| ^  [{~ K) 5“',>' X + X 0-k) cs>K ) t 3-T s^k 1 j
-f i% | ( 1 4H<) Ci»l\ 1 4- 10 + w) Sink X 4- 21 CisiUl } ^  (3.2. 13)
A ^ Pf ("k-t) j,’uilv. .1 4 21 t-OjklJ + — (k+0 C©3^>3 ~ ^1
+ f^ (kfO 4- 2 Si^T J 4- ^ ~XJ 4- -si^ u 2T^ , (3.2.14)
and
& A  » F ,  {(k-H) 4- 4- Fz{-K'^ Jv 21 4-2l]
+   ^(U-0 S t n k X -  21 C o o k X ]  4 -  % \-CK-h) 6^.1 -  21 S tM j y (3.2.15)
where
/A  ^coO  ^ CkSO + 2K coA 21 . + Al-1] (3.2.16)
and
x >  aU.
The integrands in the expressions for $ 
and $ as given by equations (3.2.10) to (3.2.16) are 
not integrable at the lower limit $ = 0  because of 
the X^ -1 terms that appear in f[ and Fx . These 
terms are of the form rv\&-1 where P^  is a constant. 
However as these terms are independent of the variables
Xj , these singularities can be removed, without 
upsetting the boundary conditions or the conditions 
at the upper limit, by subtracting from the integrand 
terms of the form f t l ^ . As the displace­
ments that we require involve only the derivatives, 
with respect to acj , of 0 and , these 
singularities and the terms inserted to remove them, 
do not in fact contribute to the displacements. These 
displacements, i.e. the components of J j . y l o o )  can be 
found from equations (3.2.1), and (3.2.10) to (3.2.16) 
by putting x/-y:3 and R =o and they are given by
Mo) (Mo)
1(3( 0)  I  i  /\{ - ft  +- / 4 ^  CcnA A  (xj + &)
K &
+ (rtj Cc^- ft (*j &) <i&,
where
= -01 K) , ^2. = ^  ^4 =fiz-
By writing -ft(*3'-£) = -c.ft =. — rj , -ft
we have
u3 Co) =- - c C 1
where
/■»
J ^ r . )  =. -  I £  A, r, J +  A2 coJ,
(!)
+ 7 C 4 4^ 7)"j- (41, (3.2.17)
with
At — Ff* ^ K (V-iJ s.^O 4- C‘^A'1 -+ 3.'J1s>^k7}
\ -vlkCk-h) ~ 27 s,,'° “ I'f'cc& 'S J
t n/ ^(. ^1-'0 4  ^  2i ~ 4 *4' | ^ 4- 7 cajiy 37 j ,
Az - F;‘| HCk-OO- 31) tl 4 37^
4,^ ' £ k st^iv 77 + W! (ccjA ai -2) -fk^uai -7}
4 ( | ' £  ( i - i A )  s i ^ k l  +  j ( i 4 k ) c u i A 7  ~ t - 2 7  7 J
4- ^'^Cl+k)Xt;^7 \- 3( 14 zu) Si^kl -t- 21Lc<si&7 } /
A3 s,^7 +37c«a7^ +
+*5 4 2s.^T? 4 ^ 7  " ^  ■*" 5,"k j
A4 « -t- XKSdk1}} 4-f^' {- K Si^ K 27 4 31?
4-F3'{(K-<)s.vA3-27oniaj 4F4([-fk-h) cm*}-Z'Ssi^J ,
F,'= &£(•-*) - 2<-,l}-e"r'T , fi'= 4 ^ ' 4^ - 1 
F,1 -. - <T*? , F j  = - A  \  rj + k ]
and
A = ccnA3 ^ kV( 4. 2l<ccdL2'l .4-4 7*} •
If the point force is chosen to lie at the 
centre of the plate, equation (3.2.17) for u3(o) 
reduces to
u3(o) -a — J 3— £ A< s<nk-^ T 4- Az d7 j
where $< and Ax are given as above, but with
FT = * (1-K--3) , F j =  A ( i + «  +  ? ) ,
15' =--Al , R1'=-4^k+7/)
and
17
/lj ~ 2-e c&ijL 7 [_ R 4-( -f- XK CiS\A 13 4 4-7^ .
This reduces to
uj(c>) ^ ,
where
!k * ~ A [ + zkc
- K («%<) il - 2 Ut?-+i)x\ -  I t  K Xj -  It 
-k(K-H/!'xf -2(3kx+i/T^ — IGKIj - ibXj 
-^K " 20-0 l|
(3.2.18)
the integrals Xj being given by
 ^ % Csflk 'ip £ +2K Cook 4-p + j£> p*l
Tables of xj . and J^a~^3to)
(3.2.19)
values of K , are given in Appendix 2.
(b) Solution for a force parallel to the plate.
The same technique can be used when the force 
is parallel to the plate as for when the force is 
normal to the plate. We again assume that the displace­
ment ~T> is of the form given by equation (3.2.1) but in 
this case ^ cannot be taken to be zero. If ,
^ nthen applying the boundary conditions on and *3 = -£
gives that
The singularities that occur at the origin do not 
contribute anything, as they are at most linear in the 
variables and the displacements depend upon the second 
derivatives of ^ / •
and
■e
D
Assuming that
Vp * 1=_ f £ 'p/ CoS@\ S in^i *6 6 *3 + ^ ) j  Tot^R) d&
J A
then
and
ZKh:osU2R
^  - J<±i— _  -e
JZ.R4'coiL 2&&
Thus
so1 - k-U -e- N^" ■€ Jc®^, ft(*3-£.) _ &(x3 + £;] . (3.
-I . I
Introducing new variables u and p 
defined by 0- and $ = ^  , applying the
boundary conditions and using the integral represent­
ations (3.2.3), leads to equations for 9 ‘ and 
which are of the same form as those obtained in the 
previous case for 6 and ^  , (i.e. equations (3.2.6)
to (3.2.9) ), but with different right-hand sides.
The integrands in the right-hand sides are now,
& (-X0+K) +
A
k  [ io-) —
A c  Ihf P i 1 7 X J  )A f \< - k (_1v4 Xj U t y
£ 1 )
and
and
-"A(&+*3)~£ respectively.
Thus if 0* and are of the forms
/CO
0‘ ® 1 { 0.' *>& af=c3—a) +6/ s^A + To(*R) dft (3. 
/  = | {izCtosR-ft (*,-<) 4 #  s,,  ^ft (*,+£; j T»(ftR) <<£, (3 .
*A\
2.20)
2.21)
2.22)
then the solutions for 0 / , Oj , will be
similar to those for 0i , 0^  , ^  respectively.
Thus they will be given by equations (3.2.12) to (3.2.16) 
but with
Fi = -fi+K) + , (3.2.23)
fi. ^ (« " )  -  ( 3 . 2 . 24 )2&
E c £  ( z.k - (•&•> *3) | -e'ft<iUaA  (3.2.25)
3 ^
and
A X _  )
fit- = - A  (t+xj^-e • . (3.2.26)
The -ft component of is given by
u, - X — ^ ^ + ^ 4 2x, '
and since
P  TolftR) - To (ftR) •- - £ # ,
toe,1- f>-=>o tofi> *
we get
*lLo) - O  ,
| A/ OnA. £ (?3-‘fv) + Aj (^3f3#+A)
1 {A? + A*.1 o^sA. ^ (>3 + &)/£ d^ ,
where
At* - 2a^ / + 8,*.+ K^ ,*  ^ Aaf - Z4*z + 8j -*A/K
A y a n d  K  ^ p j  .
Again writing •&(*/-&) « -r.'J and -Ufo'-t £) =, rJT
u,lo) ■=. _i
to
4£ f /I I 
A
we have
where
9 i M  -  I ^  -r,7  - f
o
+ T6q.-<i)^ ~~Ay .S1-1&'Ti^J +A^ / ccoA<xl)}AT, (3.2.27)
with
— T* I
A,1 - (K+i) e x /I SecLl
+  ^ { ’J O  +  k )  C'n&J-7.fs,«lSlJ-+ ( i - k )  j-k K 7  4
+ £  $ H K  - T ^ 2 ) -+ 27'1-}
p *•
f  £  . — "3R — 3^ Ccn& ^
AJ • = • -  (K + a  ^ 7 / !  secK^
-t- f\* ^ K(t + K )^ i-+ C in £ v 2 l)  -  lK S i^ k '2 .1  ZJZj
t F j ^ K O - f c )  Sx^kil + S K c e A ^
+  ^ 3  £  3  ( i - 3 1 < )  C e M  +  C K - O ^ h A k l  4  2 f  S \ ^  }
+f^' \ 7fi-l<) 5 . - 0  4- 0-K ^
Aj ^  £ k h ) — £ 3  c<n&.T^ 4 ^ « 4 ( /  ceiiv'3 4-
4-f^(  ^ —k  -  c«riivZ^ j  +  4^. ^Z-3 -  J>Kk <1T|
^  ^  { ( t K CcAXl } 4- \- 1C StJ\23 4 al }
+F51 { C K -0  S « ~ k 3 - a'J cs& T }  f  t^ 1 f - ( K - u j  C^  ~  ^ ^ K k l }
4> -  covCv*3 ^  kx -h  -t a.tc CiSii^ v I T  .+ 4 T z ]  /
and
R‘ * 4  1 ~(K+i? + 2-r«T} -e T,7> , F^ '^  A |(Rm) -20} c'
F^  - A [  ^- <* ie"r^  7 - -An3 -e”
If the point force is chosen to lie at the 
centre of the plate, equation (3.2.23) reduces to
CO
uwlo) = {A,1 d 7  J
where A/ and Aj are given as above, but with 
Fj‘ - A{t(k+i)+7} , Fj -x} ,
I a u  -q ) and fV - -4j.
Thus
'uilo) = - &
where
<3, ■=" A £ 1-£»*•-«) ^  2. + £ { .+ a^(a.R-0X^, + a^l^5
-Xk fl-K)LTj + + 2(r«-K;T3
4 K (l + kV x] - 7( U3Kt'jX^ 4- IkkT* - 16 
M< C t + ^  X^ + 2 (-1 -t tf -3 k1) + 16 KX3 - lb £+
+2K(«-0Xi- 2(.-k )t J j J  ^ (3.2.28)
the integrals ±J being again defined by equation 
13.2.19). The value of these integrals, and of the 
corresponding expression for -&rt"ui(o) are given in 
Appendix 2.
Summarising, if the point force is situated 
off the midplane of the plate, then
L* “ ~{2^ ) {s<('r«) ( i* “£• + ^  ^2r) ^ AJ 1 / (3.2.29)
where in this case and a^ crt) are given by
equations (3.2.27) and (3.2.17) respectively. If the 
point force is on the midplane, then
k»le,?-) ^ { 9i ( il t» +4^) + 4 } / (3.2.30)
where 9, and ^  are given by equations (3.2.28) and
(3.2.18) respectively.
3*3. Both boundaries stress free.
The basic solutions for the displacements in
a plate due to a point force acting off the midplane 
of the plate when the faces of the plate are stress 
free have been found by Dougall (10). These will be 
quoted here and the appropriate components of L, lo^ oj 
found from them.
(a) Solution for a unit force normal to the plate.
Again assuming the displacement vector j> is 
of the form
T) 1 ciuf ^  *}. 4 cjoxcf (0  +\dpf) + 2 ( Xj greu( ^  -  K ^  ,
Dougall showed that the boundary conditions would be 
satisfied by taking
pi »a V\ et V\ ~  ®t
4 [h Cinft M  ■+ 2- 4 CinLkxJ j
+ S ft* ' axiA 2L&A c«nA ft*?*
+ ( - & uesxftlfeft 4± fexj J] Jo(&(Z) Cli j
These forms for 6 and $ are not integrable 
at the lower limit owing to the presence of terms of
p - i\
0
ft (s. JLiftfc-lWJ
the form $~3m , x£) -t- in the integrands.
However these singularities can he removed, without 
upsetting the boundary conditions or the integrability 
at the upper limit, by subtracting an equivalent 
expression of the form
f"  ^ J_____________ _
j 'Yu(xi/ *3) 1 ^ ^ 7  i € •
For 0 this expression is
* * Ji <3-'‘) D  ' -
where
j3i ^ tf'ittn) 4 x (K+o - .(5f,')'L/ 
whilst for it is
where
p - - ^  - i ( k + O + (pci)1-.
It is found that these results give that the 
components of ^.Ut^o) are
u,lo) n u?.(o) *0 u W  a-^ o) - -l^&T1 where
feW -  -  A j  [ _ L _  { i  (1+kV + T . ^  |  (C-7^ J
O
^  1 +K^ + 2<< 6£>sl^) K + «s!Ojs. -u j-
Wx')
+J_A  4 KL+Z->;'1!+2<-iJ’-  ZkMSUt) i-DsU.(1i-T,)T -  •^JVj.-r,)fk-a)SU'3j Si^U(<V-r,nj
4-/C^ -r,)\ LK'L-^-l))} e J ■ (3.3.1)
When the force lies on the midplane of the 
plate this reduces to
u3(o) .= _ ;
where
— rt |^ -L-(i^ kVIs + UK Xt -t- Q.T'j -t (oil# 3 / (3.3.
the definite integrals introduced in this expression 
being defined in equations (3.3.5) to (3.3.15).
(b) Solution for a unit force parallel to the plate.
Dougall’s solution for a unit force parallel 
to the plate acting in the direction of Oxi is
■=- k f I " i i i * '  C c ^ ( X j - X t 1)  -f K ± L  M  Sint f txj
o
— K-P Ccr%h CoS$\ktcJ CcdL ftsCj”!
O
CoS tv -t -^(.K cool a^-l - 4-fe^l1") Sl^  £
CoS^ fex3 5 CcnL%lkL
k\s^2-ytAkk) 1
+ 1- (  K +1 -f cor l  kxj* 5 j  T d ( & £ )  ci ft/
and
(.<p  r
^  -i. L i L  \ J J— C + JSi*X {W?__________ $ -  C0$Ia
J L 2A )
4 X  ( ccsl 2 & 1  -  K) StlA & * j  f  -  CoSk 5 * • ' !  f c x /
2 J ^,x24e+2aa)
4- x (ccjk 2 ^  -H*) CoS^  &xj( ^ j jo afe •
These integrands again contain terras of 
negative degree in ^ . These can be removed by
subtracting
k4f /->
_ K
4 «  *?)(*>-*iu
and - Kil (ixzxf+~'%LX*t-x,,)-C* respectively.
We get that the components of .U{9. o) are 
u-z(c) ^ u3(q) -O . uU0)- -(2&T1
where
9,(<t) =- -h, | ^fK+OfeT^coiU < J  + ■eT '^cwi-r,']) cosed 1
o
_  t f  X Ci+K7") +X/-I-K ^-Zfl^Z-^J+SK cosH) CoAyi-rJJ 
S.U-T ^  '
—I \f  )( -k -e ccsllj su-1 ('<lT-fi)7 -*- 3)
4------ L —  l l  (\-t-uV +- -i- A 4- kS  2r,7'J'4 2-r^ rf 2 kc^U 1) Cos I* c) 7
SwvU+l 4
+ W  + $(* -t)
- K±I f 3K-r,)YK+ij +■ q-t-K j-e'3 J rfl . (3.3.3)
When the point of application of the force 
is on the midplane of the plants, this reduces to
u.((o) v» - •PvT*
where
Si *-A[i(n«VT, -icq + Tj + -LkXl** ^ x ^ ,  (3.3.4)
and where the definite integrals introduced here and 
in equation (3.3.2) are given by
I*
f00. -2m.
* £O
—  _L -e" 
Am-
(3.3.8)
xs - ro
■(Z +3-V4l? 4u~-t \<u}4-Ou. J J (3.3.9)
X. - rc < X‘
-(1 + -I- 
Uuv 4u y ■>
(3.3.10)
iff
(CO
Sjs> 
11
- X (3.3.11)
• ro
r -lu.
it-
1 1 2. d«,
4-0 J ^
(3.3.12)
Tc,
■ r
1 _ 1 ) ^  y (3.3.13)
I */vt\ 2u •i*2w, (3.3.14)
=■ Si • 2u. . (3.3.15)
The values of these integrals, and of the 
corresponding expressions for and £>A'fu3(o)
are given in Appendix 2.
Summarising, if the point force is situated 
off the midplane of the plate, then
L1 y— ) — — * \ 9i (r<) (id ii ^  Or) ■+■ 'h'hj, (3*3*16)
where in this case 9ifrJ and are given
by equations (3.3.3) and (3.3.1) respectively. If 
the point force is on the midplane, then
i±(S.,e.) = -(£f \ 3,/ 34 +1*4) -*3»44 1 (3.3.17)
where 9 and are given by equations (3.3.4) and
(3.3.2) respectively.
In the cases considered in this chapter, the 
results for a semi-infinite space with appropriate 
boundary conditions have been obtained by the author 
from the results for the plate by letting c,-=>» and 
in turn, as a check on the plate results.
4. The tensor L1 for a semi-infinite space and an
infinitely long cylinder.
4.1. A semi-infinite space with stress-free boundary.
semi-infinite elastic space due to point forces acting 
parallel to and perpendicular to a stress-free boundary. 
Prom these the appropriate components of the tensor 
can be found.
(a) Solution for a point force normal to the boundary.
(b) Solution for a point force parallel to the boundary.
For a unit force acting parallel to the 
boundary and situated as in (a) above, the only non­
zero component of A.U(o,oJ is
Lure (11) has found the displacements in a
For a unit point force situated at the origin
(which is at a distance from the boundary), and 
acting normally to the stress-free boundary, Lure’s 
solution for ^.ki is
where
Evaluating this at the origin gives that 
the £ component of is
It also follows from Lure's results that 
the remaining components of fj.U l°,sj are zero.
u, = - A U \  1  J _ x  + 0-^)2^'},
1 Rx I 4TT> I Sx, O^C, 1
where
(a) s - i i  I & < > (R 2- *  4 2RJ 4--- 1-----  — 7
2- 3 x ,  L  ! - V  5 V  3  J l - v  f t j
and
m . - — _L
dx,Wj =- - ^ —-^ £ j^jCRi - *y -+2A) — Raj
. + dL_ >&cj (R^*j -+3*/] .
These give that the L - component of ^ . U(o,±) 
(and by symmetry the 4 - component of 4  is
- A ( Rv2 -i2^ + 7j * (4.1
Thus
L, (5, £) = - A  ^2(fva-it>v + q)(^ ^ 4  A  4)
+(?'01--I2v+'T)4'!! } • (4.1
4.2. A semi-infinite space with a rigid boundary.
The displacement due to a unit point force 
acting at the origin in a semi-infinite medium with 
rigid boundary ^ - &  , can be found by combining 
(1) the displacements due to unit forces in an infinite 
medium acting at the origin and the mirror image point 
(0,0,7.40 with (2) a combination of the Boussinesq 
and displacement potential solutions necessary to give 
a displacement free boundary. These give
4 b  ki =• A  k  (r')'* 4: +  (T',f3 jr>
4 -  Li - -  A K (t T ' A  + 4 (x3 -3£) (-r'/3 £'
where
r' A +• ocx A- + C*3~5A)4
and
^  = XjC-r')-'3 , ,
Combining these together and evaluating at 
the origin gives
- - A  i ( k + x A 4 4  A)
+ (K+K-' + f) $ £  } . (4.2.1)
4.3. An infinitely long cylinder with a stress-free boundary.
If the *3 -axis is chosen to coincide with 
the axis of the cylinder and if we restrict ourselves 
to an inclusion which is symmetric about the :x3 -axis 
and which has a point lying on the axis of the cylinder, 
then we see, from the results obtained in chapter 2.2,
that we only need to find the displacement in the axial
direction due to a point force acting in the axial 
direction.
Bhargava and Gupta (12) have solved this 
problem by writing the solution of the equations of 
equilibrium, expressed in cylindrical polar coordinates 
(R, Qt ‘t;erms of two functions and
1§CR *0 9 w^ere an^ ^  satisfy the equations
-o and Q-v) ,
the displacement in the axial direction being given by
u =- LfcV _L ( 1 - 4 2 . )  • (4.3.1)
Exponential Fourier transforms are used, 
as defined by the equation
-f (Ry’S) - f -e'c*3C3cU3,
-Loo
the inversion formula being
CO
The solutions for the transforms of SL and 
are, respectively,
J L  = M l )  i.(RT) (4.3.2)
and
?  --j— J aBti)X.(«I)--A(^<?oi'f«T)} . (4.3.3)
2U-v) I '
where the dash stands for differentiation with respect 
to R  . The functions and lUi) are determined
by the boundary conditions and are found to be
^ 1 *  * K#V|^  TJ(Rl)
-  a ^  k o fa lT l)  To i^) T -!
2(|-V) L J J
and
6(5) s - ± £ i zils^T s 20- W - +  jk o '(a |T i)  x / m f ;
TTdtTj L1 J
_ a f ^ o ^ l S D ^ o f d J j  4 7^ (1 + |£L_ | ,
where
4(9 - -aa?[{aO-v; +al?2-}{Tof(Aj)} -c?f{?o(c7}f],
the dash now standing for differentiation with respect 
to cl . To and Ko are the modified Bessel functions 
of the first and second kinds, both of order zero.
When these are substituted into equations (4.3.2) and
(4.3.3) and the inverse transforms found, each integrand
is of the form of the product of an even function and 
. We thus have
icoK'f) TiCfcT) s .va*jdT ( 4 . 3 . 4 )
and
i
£ zm)iota}) — ALJ) r  ni CRT)] rfT. ( 4 . 3 . 5 )
By expanding each of the functions involved 
in ascending powers of 1 , it is found that
SCOn ^ H - i + 5 b ,  + ° ^ }o
+,4^ +• °CT°) 7 4T,
and
o
showing that the integrands in equations (4.3.4) and 
(4.3.5) are not in fact integrable at 'T-o 
However, these singular parts can be removed by sub­
tracting from si and 5
the exponential factors having been introduced to 
ensure convergence at the upper limit. These 
expressions do not affect the boundary conditions and 
they satisfy the differential equations for JZ and ~g> 
They are in fact rigid body translations in the axial 
direction. When these are taken into account and the 
displacement at the origin calculated according to 
equation (4.3.1) we have
A<N ~ a { 20-^ ) 'tx1] I'xj x1* £±oix)}zJ ,
the dash now standing for differentiation with respect 
to x .
o
and
(4.3
where
5. Detailed determination of the force on inclusions
of ellipsoidal and related shapes.
In this chapter we give the expressions for 
the tensor for ellipsoidal, spheroidal, spherical 
and disc-shaped inclusions. The theory given in the 
previous chapters is illustrated by finding the force 
on the inclusion in certain specific cases.
5.1. An ellipsoidal inclusion.
If the ellipsoid has semi-axes cn, a* a5 in 
directions t 4 ^  and is given a displacement kxom 
when in an infinite medium, it follows from the 
results obtained in Chapter 3.2 of part 1 of this 
thesis that the force on the inclusion is
£*> = - g 5AC.-v) Uo4 .
c’-y, * ny
Hence
(p = - 3 2 ____  , (5>1
where
and
P ( ? )  =  K + P X ^ + p ^ V p ) -
The expressions for  ^ and X can
be put in terms of elliptic functions as follows
^ 2 ^  Uo - £(uo)y ( a f . - (5.1
= * { E-(uo) _ (fe'/'uo
- ^  Ctj (a,a*)'' (ft,1-- ( 5 # -j
l { (5.1.4)
1 - luo/ (a.Vnj1)4, j (5.1.5)
where
and
o
(aj In a semi-infinite medium, with a rigid boundary.
Using equation (2.2.4), the force on the 
inclusion when it is given a displacement ^ in a 
semi-infinite medium is
where V  is given by equation (5.1.1). This will be 
correct to o (g1) provided that is given by
equation (4.2.1), with the origin at the centre of
centre of the ellipsoid from the plane boundary.
(b) In a -plate, with one boundary stress-free, 
the other rigid.
is given by equation (2.2.4) with the tensor ^  again 
given by equation (5.1.1). The tensor U (£,£.) will 
be given by equation (5.2.50) if the inclusion has at 
least one point lying in the midplane of the plate and 
by equation (5.2.29) otherwise.
the ellipsoid, i.e. with £  as the distance of the
The force on the inclusion, correct to o C ^  >
(c) In an infinite circular cylinder, with a stress-free 
outer boundary.
If the elliptic inclusion is situated so that 
the semi-axis of length 3^ is situated along the axis 
of the cylinder, and if the inclusion is given a 
displacement in the axial direction of amount uo , 
then the force on the inclusion, correct to oC&V will 
be given by equation (2.2.5) where the constant is 
u3/uo , uj being given by equation (4.3.6). The force 
4 on an inclusion which is in an infinite space 
and which is given a displacement u , is given by
r~ ^ 3'2-TT/^ Ci-W £roa  ^ — —1 —  -----  u0
where
v f  jf—  v
63 \ Ca3+P)A(p) 1 I Me?
and
zf(p) = (q.t+p)(^+p)(«j'+P) •
Hence the force on an inclusion which is given this 
displacement when the inclusion is embedded in an 
infinite circular cylinder is
_ ) 1 I — —  ’3ztt'/mO- v' J "1 *
where u3 is given by equation (4.3.6).
5.2. A spheroidal inclusion.
By letting a3-? Qz, , the ellipsoid considered 
in Chapter 5.1 degenerates into a spheroid with 
equation
^ •Xj _ j .
Hence the tensor ^  for such a spheroid can he obtained 
from that of an ellipsoid and using some of the results 
of Chapter 4.1 of part 1 of this thesis, we have that 
for this spheroid
2- A  A
£ ^
3_
I  .
«f + K&-
where
5f, - 3
^ ^  ^Ut (cti -Qi) -Q»ao)}/(ctt'’— &■£'} i
8o(JJ being the Legendre function of the second 
kind and ~5o^  a( di*),/u .
5.3. A spherical inclusion.
The force on a spherical inclusion of radius 
Cc given a displacement u0A in an infinite medium 
is — ^((-vycs’-^'jyJ uo-0 . (This can be
obtained by putting 0, = ^  - a3 in equation (5.1.1) ).
Thus
■%) = _ an-yi.jVv) u  , (5.3.1)
where
f ( [ - v ) / ( 5 - G ^ .
(a) In a semi-infinite medium with a rigid boundary.
It follows from equation (2.2.4) that the 
force when the sphere is given a displacement u® in 
a semi-infinite medium is
If the origin is chosen to be at the centre of the 
sphere, then this equation is correct to o(g*J and 
k is given by equation (4.2.1), where A  is
now the distance of the centre of the sphere from the 
plane boundary. Thus
r -  _ _  aihTyqovft-V )  I f  3 a  2 . 6 3 ?“ { (£ £  + A  A)
— (S-6v) I I ^(3'
i J I j. 3a (3-<-w) -f-Cl-U-v) -t- f -(j 1 uo
‘ f3-M)(S-6vj J " J
5.4. Disc-shaped inclusions.
The tensor for an elliptic disc with axis 
in the direction of the *3 -coordinate axis, can be 
obtained from the result for an ellipsoid by letting
. Thus for an elliptic disc with semi-major and 
-minor axes u, and a*. , *£ is again given by equation
(5.1.1) but with
X - -e^/a, [af-atfj
2^. ~ l< ] / j
a3 & =° ^
and
X " ^ / al ;
where l< and E are the complete elliptic
integrals of the first and second kinds respectively.
Finally, by letting c , and using the 
results proved in Chapter 5.2 of part 1, we have that 
for a circular disc of radius a, , = n: ,
and ^ = 2:
giving
3. A. A
'Xp r — 6U- >u Ci-v) 2- .
J=i t— 6^3 +2K
Appendix 1. Proof of symmetry results.
In this appendix various results are proved 
that are necessary to show that when the inclusion 
lies completely off the midplane of the plate or off 
the axis of the cylinder then equation (2.2.3) is 
accurate to , provided that the inclusion
possesses three perpendicular planes of symmetry 
intersecting at a point 0 within itself.
The integral equation for the displacement 
a at a point T (*«,**, *3) in an infinite medium is
UL ^ -1 t ds ; (A. 1
4Tr
where the rs-ifc component of the tensor l=f° is 
given by
TtS - A ,
r1 ~ fcc,-*?)1’ +
being the coordinates of an arbitrary 
point on the inclusion.
If the inclusion is given a displacement
uo%_ , then putting T on 5 in equation (A. 1.1)
gives
A tTuo  ~  ^ £  J £ ( + )  Mi +  
s
A a- £ C -0 ~t -f3 (+) XzS]
+• { ( M  t3i r3i -t -f3 (+) t31] ^  (A. 1
where ^(+)/ are components of -f00
evaluated at the point *£ t -xf) . If the
inclusion is symmetric about each of the coordinate 
planes, then reflecting about the -plane
gives
4l' uc t f  L f ^  T" ~ t  ^  x»3] ll
+ |  -  -Pi C~) Tz| -t -Pit-) TX2. +■ 4-3 (-) X23 } ■*-
4- + fx«T». +^-)IjjH j ]  c(S , (A. 1.3)
where £<(-) , f2H  > (it-) are the components
of f00 evaluated at the point (-x.°, *°y >3°)
Subtracting the ^ - component of. equation 
(A. 1.3) from that of (A. 1.2), adding their ik- ~ 
components and then their ^ - components, leads to 
the three equations
\s t ~ ^ C-,) f ry + xi2
4-  ^'P3C+) -+• -fjC-) ] Xj2 J ds —D/ j-1,2-3. (A. 1.4)
From these it follows that £,(.+)_ .p,c-) , + £2t~) >
•fjOJ + are the components of a vector J5*
satisfying the equation
( Lc» . £  cA? =0 
JS
Thus F* represents the force on the inclusion when 
the inclusion is given zero displacement. Hence 0
and the dependence of £** on the sign of x? , as 
given by equations (2.2.8) follows. The dependence 
of £* on the signs of x? and follow in a
similar manner by reflecting in the - and the
(Xi-Xi)- planes respectively. The results needed for 
equation (2.2.10) can also be proved using a similar 
technique.
Appendix 2. Numerical results.
The integrals were evaluated using an 
automatic numerical integration procedure "SQUANK*1, 
(Simpson Quadrature Used Adaptively-Noise Killed), (13). 
This is a routine which is suitable for integrands 
which do not have high frequency oscillations and which 
are such that they and their first four derivatives are 
continous in the open interval corresponding to the 
range of integration. The routine includes the fifth 
order correction term for Simpson*s rule and also a 
round-off error guard, which guards against the effects 
of excessive round-off error in the function values.
The user specifies the tolerance he requires 
and the program supplies the claimed accuracy, which is 
normally the same as the required tolerance, except in 
cases in which the round-off error is significant, in 
which case the error is higher than the required 
tolerance. In fact in all cases considered here, the 
claimed accuracy was the same as the required tolerance 
The various infinite integrals were 
truncated at a suitable value of the variable, the 
calculation being repeated for a second, higher value 
of the variable as a check. All the results are given 
correct to 4 decimal places.
I would like to thank Mr T.Fuller, of the 
Mathematics Department, University of Surrey, for his 
advice during the calculation of the numerical results.
(a) A plate with both boundaries rigid.
The tensor is given by
L | [o Oj =  A  £  Uitc^ ( “^  .+  4 -  A )  ''
where
U|(o) - JL" _ JL (Zw+t) 'floct 
8 J
x + K t „ - >
U^fo) * -  
C\L
i k '^ ’^2. •  ^^-17. 2. Iz2<
with
T 'a -
J-Elt-
0
-2p) tcWv.Up <Af> ;
JX>
I ^
I T>i-
T>j = Ks;«Jv2p -t- t-0^ 2p /\ £|4>TT^ Cl-V)}
-I
k- 3-
J
if v .
K "i it . Ta. x» . Mo) lk3(o)
1.0 1.1262 0.2002 1.0678 0.3154 -0.7133 -0.9015
1.2 0.4548 0.1746 0.5579 0.2724 -0.5282 -0.8595
1.4 0.5303 0.1550 0.4248 0.2399 -0.4714 -0.8366
1.6 0.2631 0.1393 0.3471 0.2144 -0.4491 -0.8263
1.8 0.2197 0.1266 0.2947 0.1939 -0.4441 -0.8249
2.0 0.1890 0.1161 0.2565 0.1770 -0.4493 -0.8299
CM•
CM 0.1661 0.1071 0.2273 0.1629 -0.4611 -0.8398
2.4 0.1482 0.0995 0.2043 0.1508 -0.4776 -0.8535
2.6 0.1339 0.0929 0.1855 0.1404 -0.4973 -0.8701
2.8 0.1221 0.0871 0.1699 0.1314 ■-0.5195 -0.8891
3.0 0.1122 0.0820 0.1568 0.123 5 -0.5436 -0.9100
(b) A
where
and
•plate with one boundary stress-free, the other rigid. 
The tensor is given by
Lj 9.) = A £ U,(°) Ai.') -h Us(o) A  J3 } ;
^‘(o) -  -  £ i  + ^ { 2 k1-x] + akOk-Or;: +^K r^{'
. -i«(l-K)1' l ,| A' 2JkCU-()x[_ -t 20-lWX^ 
f  k O O i? "  4 itK ij
. 4 ufl-l-i^jx‘1' + 2/-l-H<-3l^ l£  4 I t k l f  -/txJJ.
+ Xu(i^Kj‘ Tf + - 2 ( h < ) I j ]  ,
~ (|-k)'Ll !  +2k(k-i)Xi •+-2 (k-i/)X3
2. 1
-KCK+i)xT - 2(3kVi)I2 - l iK lJ  - I t x j  
-  k(k4.)V| - 2(?Kx4,)l£ -  I4KX'+ _ Ifcl**
- -  i| fi—KjT"xf +'iWXk-i)x| - l(k~t) x f  
+ 4»<(;k-ijx4
f ~  ( 6 - - ^ - ) P  s - l
p u \ -------- ---- £---  df .
■5, 2 C o i k  2p  (  2K c o i l v 4p  - +  l k p u )
K x (.
_\
x 3 I? xV-
1 .0 0.2189 0.1655 0.2048 0.0767 0.0287 0.0184
1.2 0.1877 0.1414 0.1758 0.0655 0.0248 0.0159
1.4 0.1656 0.1234 0.4509 0.0567 0.0217 0.0139
1.6 0.1445 0.1095 0.1555 0.0497 0.0192 0.0124
1 .8 0.1289 0.0980 0.1195 0.0440 0.0172 0.0111
2.0 0.1161 0.0887 0.1079 0.0392 0.0155 0.0101
2.2 0.1055 0.0809 0.0984 0.0355 0.0141 0.0092
2.4 0.0961 0.0742 0.0904 0.0319 0.0129 0.0084
2.6 0.0883 0.0686 0.0836 0.0290 0.0119 0.0078
2.8 0.0814 0.0636 0.0777 0.0266 0.0109 0.0077
5.0 0.0755 0.0595 0.0726 0.0244 0.0101 0.0067
% J - a X ? J- a, ’ It A x • X j
1.0 0.0163 0.0421 0.0102 0.0279 0.0049 0.0015
1.2 0.0140 0.0357 0.0088 0.0235 0.0042 0.0013
1.4 0.0122 0.0306 0.0076 0.0201 0.0036 0.0012
1.6 0.0109 0.0266 0.0067 0.0175 0.0032 0.0010
1.8 0.0098 0.0234 0.0060 0.0152 0.0028 0.0009
2.0 0.0089 0.0207 0.0054 0.0134 0.0025 0.0008
2.2 0.0081 0.0185 0.0048 0.0119 0.0023 0.0007
2.4 0.0075 0.0166 0.0044 0.0106 0.0020 0.0007
2 . 6 0.0069 0.0150 0.0040 0.0096 0.0018 0.0006
2.8 0.0064 0.0137 0.0037 0.0087 0.0017 0.0006
5.0 0.0060 0.0125 0.0034 0.0079 0.0015 0.0005
K - T*4 I 5a i Xs X?
1 .0 0.0007 0.0205 0.0028 0.0007 0.0160
1.2 0.0006 0.0171 0.0024 0.0006 0.0153
1.4 0.0005 0.0146 0.0021 0.0005 0.0113
1.6 0.0005 0.0126 0.0018 0.0005 0.0097
1 . 8 0.0004 0.0109 0.0016 0.0004 0.0084
o
•
C\1 0.0004 0.0096 0.0014 0.0004 0.0074
2.2 0.0005 0.0085 0.0012 0.0005 0.0065
2.4 0.0005 0.0076 0.0011 0.0005 0.0058
2.6 0.0005 0.0068 0.0010 0.0005 0.0052
2.8 0.0005 0.0062 0.0009 0.0002 0.0047
3.0 0.0002 0.0056 0.0008 0.0002 0.0043
K m/o) Ui (o)
1.0 -0.4134 -1.1568
1.2 -0.4938 -1.0881
1.4 -0.5756 i • O -J 00
1.6 -0.6574 -0.9980
1.8 -0.7385 -0.9640
2.0 -0.8178 -0.9332
2.2 -0.8956 -0.9055
2.4 -0.9716 -0.8739
2.6 -1.0457 -0.8435
2.8 -1.1278 -0.8516
3.0 i • 00 -J 00 -0.7779
(c) A plate with both boundaries stress-free.
The tensor U (£, 9.) is given by 
L» ^ ■*" ^3 •+ ^ (°) ( ^ 2) f //Vv *• ^
tTi(o) =1 i  ( u - k V ^ (  -  K T ,4 T3 +  - £ *1* -4 ^ 1*,
tr3 (o) = X c 1+ -+ 2*rG + i t 7 + (■* I?,
where the integrals are defined by
*  -  ^  ■
r CCS
t;- Ja f--<K
rQ=>
l3-j f.A*,
O
~b
T - f  j < -  l ^ ?  d«,
-4 ' J3 1 £> 4m- J
-r =. f” 1 (A -A +X \€~ ? Au,
J, i r W  40- J Jo
Jo
5* - 5iiaU1ca ■+■ "2-vv ,
These are Howland integrals, and Xj 
having been evaluated by Nelson (14), whilst Howland 
and Stevenson (15) have considered Tt and X.7 .
The full list of values is:-
i; = 0.2082, Tj = 0.3843, I3 =
X,, =-0.1908, T5 = -0.0492, r<, =
X, = 0.8334, Xy = 0.0053, X, =
\< • Ui(o) \Lz(o)
1.0 -0.1076 1.9437
1.2 -0.1922 1.9982
1.4 -0.2726 2.0506
1.6 -0.3489 2.1011
1.8 -0.4211 2.1496
2.0 -0.4890 2.1961
2.2 -0.5528 2.2407
2.4 -0.6124 2.2833
2.6 -0.6679 2.3239
2.8 -0.7192 2.3626
3.0 -0.7664 2.3993
0.3839,
0.1604,
-0.1159.
(d) A cylinder with stress-free boundary.
The force on the inclusion when the inclusion 
is given a displacement Uo is
where
“ U3/uo
with
(Coj [ + 4.^ -2*?-) kU*)
o
+• %-xT T o U )  Wo(x) —  - i -  —  ( 3 - 2 . v ) 7  — —^ -2C i-v j  AiU)
0S X  -  ] Ax>
(!d») . j | |
s r 2-TTyUO- U3
O-oO - D . q 5 o S
0 -°5 -o-q IS7
o* (o -  o •S’g£>3
0-iS -o-?3So
0  • 2o —o*
O -o- *74-^ 3
O-3-d —o - sq-
0 -35 -  O' £>4-15
t> • 4t> -0-5747
0- 4-5 - 0 •5ovq
D- So -0 - 4-1 '37
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